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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the course of their proof of the solvability of groups of odd order, 
W. Feit and J. G. Thompson [I] establish many deep properties of the maxi- 
mal subgroups of a minimal simple group 8 of odd order. Perhaps the most 
important of these results is the following: if for some prime p, 6 possesses 
an elementary abelian subgroup of order p3, then there exists a unique maximal 
subgroup 9X of 6 containing a given Sylow p-subgroup $3 of 6; furthermore 
if si is any proper subgroup of 8 such that Rn $3 possesses an elementary 
abelian subgroup of order p3, then R is necessarily a subgroup of 92. 
In our study of finite groups 6 with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, we require 
the identical result for certain odd primes p dividing the order of the central- 
izer of an involution in 6. On the basis of this theorem, we can show that 
the unique maximal subgroup 911 of 6 containing a given Sylow p-subgroup 
actually contains the entire centralizer of some involution in 6 and has no 
normal subgroups of index 2. We are then able to apply to both ?JJI and 8 
formulas for the order of an arbitrary group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup 
having no normal subgroups of index 2, as developed by means of character 
* The authors wish to acknowledge gratitude to the National Science Foundation 
for certain grants which assisted them in the preparation of this paper. In addition, 
part of this paper was written while the authors were employed by the Institute for 
Defense Analyses, Princeton, New Jersey, and also while the authors were resident at 
the University of Chicago. 
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theory in Part III of [2], and to conclude that the index of a in (5 is at most 5. 
This leads at once to a contradiction if G is assumed to be simple and of order 
greater than 60. Since we can describe in advance the set 7 of odd primes 
dividing the order of the centralizer of an involution to which the preceding 
argument is applicable, an appropriate generalization of the theorem of Feit 
and Thompson will imply that the set T is empty. This has the effect of 
greatly simplifying the structure of the centralizer of an involution in t.5, and 
puts us in a position to employ arithmetic methods to complete the classifica- 
tion of groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. These results will be 
described in detail in a subsequent paper. 
Feit and Thompson studied minimal simple groups. This assumption 
that all proper subgroups are solvable thoroughly pervades the portion 
of their work which we shall generalize in the present paper. In order to 
effect this generalization it is necessary to point out the various ways in which 
this assumption is used and to devise appropriate axioms that are valid for 
other classes of simple groups. The axioms which we introduce hold, for 
example, in simple groups whose proper subgroups involve only solvable 
groups or the simple groups PSL(2, q), q odd, or A,. We have made prelim- 
inary studies to determine that these axioms will hold, say, for simple 
groups with proper subgroups that also involve the groups PSL (3, q), 
q odd, and we have attempted to formulate them in such a way that they 
may hold in even more general circumstances. 
For example, one of the most important properties of solvable groups used 
by Feit and Thompson is the following, which is a direct consequence of 
Theorem B of Hall and Higman [5]: if $r is a solvable group of odd order 
and if $ is a Sylow p-subgroup of the second term O,r,,($j) of the ascending 
p-series of Jj, then any p-subgroup ‘2) of Jj which normalizes 9 and satisfies 
the commutator identity [\Q, ‘I), ‘1,] = 1 is contained in ‘8. If 5 has even 
order, the same conclusion holds if p > 5, but for p = 3 a refinement of 
this statement must be made. This conclusion is not true in general for non- 
solvable groups. The condition is essentially an assertion about p-modular 
representations, and is closely related to the question of which finite groups 
admit faithful p-modular representations in which some p-element has a 
quadratic minimal polynomial. We introduce the concept of p-stability to 
describe a group 5 which satisfies an appropriate generalization of the above 
condition, and we demand that certain proper subgroups & of the simple 
group 8 be p-stable. 
If (5, is a minimal simple group, the centralizer C(p) of any p-subgroup 
9 f 1 of Q is solvable. Obviously if 0, possesses proper nonsolvable sub- 
groups, C(Q) may be nonsolvable. It may happen, however, that whenever 
C(‘Q) is nonsolvable, then C( Q*) is solvable, where $3* is a Sylow p-subgroup 
of O,r,,(i@ C(Q)). If this is the case for some odd prime p, we say that 8 is 
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p-consfraiked. It turns out that many of the proofs of Feit and Thompson can 
be extended to simple groups which are p-constrained. The importance of 
this condition for the dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup problem rests upon the 
following fact: if p is an odd prime dividing 1 C(T) 1 for some involution 7 
of 6, then either 6 is p-constrained or the centralizer of a Sylow p-subgroup 
of C(T) is nonsolvable. 
The conditions of p-stability and p-constraint lie at the heart of our 
generalization of the theorem of Feit and Thompson, even though additional 
restrictions must be placed upon 6 in order to extend their arguments 
completely. The proof of their theorem in the minimal simple case is divided 
into two essentially independent parts, the proofs for each case being quite 
distinct. This subdivision is based upon the following possibilities: if q 
denotes a Sylow p-subgroup of 6, then qt may or may not normalize some 
nonidentity p’-subgroup of 8. 
In order to generalize their proof in the first case, we require conditions 
on the set of primes which are equivalent to p in the sense of Feit-Thompson. 
A prime 9 is said to be equivalent to p provided there exists a solvable sub- 
group of 6 which contains an elementary abelian subgroup of both orders 
p3 and q 3. Basicallv our condition is that for a certain well-defined subset 7O 
of the primes equivalent top, 6 must be q-stable and g-constrained for each 9 
in T”, and 9 and r must be equivalent for each pair of primes q, Y in G-~ . 
The proof for minimal simple groups in the second case depends in part 
upon the fact that one is able to control, by means of Theorem B of Hall- 
Higman, the weak closure in ‘$3 with respect to 6 of certain normal sub- 
groups of p. In order to achieve the same results under more general con- 
ditions, we are forced to place further limitations upon the manner in which 
the p-subgroups of 6 are involved in the proper subgroups of 6. The precise 
description of these conditions gives rise to the related concepts of ap-restricted 
and p-ueductive group 6. Under the assumption that ‘v normalizes no non- 
trivial p’-subgroup of 6, we are able to extend the theorem of Feit and 
Thompson to a simple group 6 which is p-stable, p-constrained, p-restricted, 
and p-reductive. 
Definitions of all the terms to be used in the paper and a complete state- 
ment of our principal results will be given in Section 11. 
Finally we should like to acknowledge our deep thanks to Walter Feit and 
John Thompson for making available to us advanced copies of their proof 
of the solvability of groups of odd order. \Ve are especially indebted to John 
Thompson for innumerable suggestions and ideas relating to the proofs and 
general content of the present paper. 
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II. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF THE IVIAIN REWI:F 
[lie shall refer to the paper “Solvability of Groups of Odd Order” by 
1Valter Feit and John G. Thompson as F.T. It will be assumed that the reader 
is familiar with the appropriate portions of F.T.-primarily Chapters II 
and IV, and certain sections of Chapter I. Wherever possible we shall follow 
the notation and terminology of F.T. In general, we shall not redefine here 
any term which has been introduced in F.T. A list of most of the basic terms 
will be found in Chapter I, Section 2, of F.T. 
We first introduce the additional concepts which we shall needforthispaper. 
DEFINITION 1. If sj is a group, S(s) shall denote the maximum normal 
solvable subgroup of 5. Clearly S(g) is unique and contains all solvable normal sub- 
groups of 3. We also define O,(s) to mean O,(S($)) with similar interpretations 
for O,J($), O,t,,($), etc. We denote by n,*(s) the set ofprimes dividing 1 S(G) I. 
Theorem B of Hall-Higman (to which we shall hereafter refer simply 
as (B)) is used by Feit and Thompson in essentially three distinct, but 
closely related, ways. Corresponding to each of these, we introduce a general 
concept for arbitrary groups, which we call respectively p-stability, p-restric- 
tion, and p-reduction. 
DEFINITION 2. Let 5 be a group, p a prime in T,~($), ‘p an SD-subgroup of 
O,/,,(e), and Q,, a subgroup of Q such that (i) O,(s) ‘$J,, Q $ and (ii) 
O,(s) = 1, where 5 = NB(!&,)/Cg(~$,JQ. We shall say that 3 is p-stable 
provided the following condition holds for any such subgroup ‘p,,: 
(a) If g is a p-subgroup of $ which normalizes Q0 and satisfies the commutator 
identity Y~@~‘?)” = I, then 2J E ‘$C,(?&). 
Since N~(%)/C~(%,) is represented faithfully as a subgroup of Aut ‘Q, , 
the question of whether a particular group .5j is p-stable can easily be reduced 
to the following question concerning 5: if 4; is represented faithfully on a 
vector space B over GF(p), does every p-element of 5 have a minimal polyno- 
mial of degree greater than 2 ? We are thus led in a natural way to the following 
auxiliary concept. A group R of linear transformations of a vector space over a 
field of characteristic p and satisfying O,(W) = 1 will be said to be p-stable 
if all its p-elements have minimal polynomials of degree greater than 2. 
In the applications of this concept, we shall be led to consider certain 
groups which may appear as the group 5 in the definition of p-stability. 
For these groups, it is necessary to show that any group of transformations 
of a vector space over a field of characteristic p which faithfully represents Sg 
is p-stable. In case 5 is solvable, (B) shows this to be true for odd primes 
with the exception of the case p = 3 and 5 involves the group SL(2, 3). We 
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can also show that this is true if 5 is isomorphic to PGL(n, q), n > 1, or to 
one of its normal subgroups, provided that p is odd and p does not divide q. 
It is also true if 5 is isomorphic to PSL(2, p’). It is anticipated that the proof 
of p-stability for the groups PSL(n, q) can be extended to many more classes 
of known simple groups, and perhaps all. 
Remark. In the proofs of Theorems L4, B, and C which are stated at the 
end of this section, the condition of p-stability is used only when !jJio = 3. 
In this case, the definition can be put in the following simpler form, using 
Lemma I .2.3 of [5]: 
(a’) If C$(q) . 1 bl zs so aa e and ‘I) is a p-subgroup of 5 which normalizes $ 
and satisfies the commutator identity y2$?)” = I, then 2) c p. 
The full condition for p-stability is required in the proofs of Theorems D 
and E to determine the weak closure of certain p-subgroups of 6. 
\Ve turn now to the concept of p-restriction. Since we require this notion 
only for groups 3 in which O,(5) = I, we shall limit the definition to such 
groups for simplicity of presentation, although the definition can easily be 
modified to cover groups in which O,(s) ;t 1. 
DEFINITION 3. Let $5 be a group such that p E T,~($), and O,!(b) = 1. 
Let ‘$3 be a nonidentity subgroup of Z(O,($)) which is normal in .$j and such that 
0,($jiC5(\u)) =: 1. Then 6 is said to be p-restricted if the following conditiom 
hold fey any such subgroup p: 
(a) If !$* is an A’,-subgroup of 5 and if $* $ C,( !$), then $I* possesses a 
normal subgroup 13: such that v*/(uz is cyclic, and if $3, =: C*(vz), then 
Y2Q!szl(NJ v*2 # 1. 
(13) The same concZusion as in (a) if 8 ’ * Zs any abelian p-subgroup of $ u;hich _ 
is not contained in C,(p). 
Furthermore, if (a)and (b) hold for a particular subgroup 9 of 2(0,(a)) sat- 
isfying all these conditions, we shall say that 5 is p-restricted with respect to ST. 
Since 5 = $/C,(g) IS represented faithfully on J&(Q). regarded as a 
vector space over GF(p), the question of whether 5 is p-restricted can be 
reduced, as with p-stability, to a question about linear groups. Thus we shall 
say that a group .Q of linear transformations of a vector space % over a field 
of characteristic p and satisfying O,(R) = 1 is p-restricted if, whenever 
$?* $ I is either an S,,-subgroup or an abelian p-subgroup of R, there 
exists a subgroup 9: of p* such that 13*/y: is cyclic, and such that the 
minimal polynomial of a generator of p*/‘pz on 2$, = C,(Cpg) has degree 
greater than 2. Note that since ‘pg acts trivially on %J,, the group 9*/Q: is 
represented on B, . 
In order to make this concept meaningful, we shall give a number of 
examples of p-restricted linear groups. Suppose first that R is solvable, and p 
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is odd. Since O,(R) = 1 by assumption, Lemma 1.2.3 of [.5] implies that ‘$* 
normalizes, but does not centralize, some q-subgroup of O,.(R). If B is a 
q-group of minimal order, normalized but not centralized, by ?)*, then it 
follows from (3.11) of F.T. that L1 is a special q-group and that Z(q*/$JT) is 
cyclic, where ‘p: = ker (VP* + Aut a). If Y$ = C,(\QT), one can easily show 
that Q is faithfully represented on & (compare Lemma 3.7 below). Hence 
Q$v*/QT is faithfully represented on %i . It follows now from (B) that every 
p-element of ‘$*/VT has minimal polynomial on %i of degree greater than 2, 
except possibly if p = 3 and L2 is an extraspecial Z-group. 
Assume first that ‘p* is abelian. In this case, ‘p*/!#F =Z(g*/$3:) is 
cyclic. Hence if we set qt = 9; and B, = 3, , we see that ‘pz satisfies the 
required conditions, with a single possible exception for p = 3. On the 
other hand, if ‘$* is nonabelian, a more involved argument is needed to 
determine the exact conditions under which the required subgroup Q$ can 
be constructed. This argument will establish the following general result for 
solvable linear groups: R is p-restricted if either 1 % / is odd or if p is not a 
Fermat prime and p is odd. A proof of this result will be given in the 
above-mentioned paper on groups with dihedral &-subgroups. 
We can also offer examples of nonsolvable p-restricted groups of trans- 
formations. We treat only the case that $* is abelian in our examples. When 
R is a p-stable group of transformations with cyclic S,-subgroups, it suffices 
to take !j3; = 1 to obtain the desired conclusion Examples of such groups 
are PSX(2, 9) for p not dividing 4 or for p = 4, p odd. JVhen 4 = @, t > 1, 
and p odd, it can be shown that PSL(2, p’) is not p-restricted even though it is 
p-stable. 
In treating elementary p-subgroups of PSL(n, q) we are forced to consider 
rather the corresponding groups GL(n, y) in order to apply inductive argu- 
ments. This may be done since all the irreducible representations of PSL(n, q) 
can be obtained from those of GL(n, 9). The procedure is to observe that the 
abelian subgroups of GL(n, q) corresponding to elementary p-subgroups of 
PSL(n, q) can be imbedded in a direct product of GL(m, q), m < q, and a 
p-group. The desired result follows from Lemma 3.7 below and induction 
applied to the group GL(m, q). Th ere are some exceptional cases to be treated 
with this type of argument. VVe do not give the details. 
We now introduce the concept of a p-reductive group 6. As with p-restric- 
tion, we limit ourselves to the case O,(.$j) = 1. 
DEFINITION 4. Let -sj be a group such that O,l($j) = 1 and p ET,(~). 
Let ‘$3 be an SD-subgroup of 5, and let ‘23 be a subgroup of $1, such 
that (i) B is generated by elementary subgroups Bi, i = 1, 2, ..*, s, and 
(ii) %I = V(cc&,(a); 9). Let ‘p,, be a normal subgroup of ‘p contained ill O,(s) 
and set ll? = C,(Q,). Furthwmore, suppose that +?J # gN,(%). 
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Under these hypotheses, we shall say that 5 is p-reductive provided the 
exists, .for each such pair of subgroups $$, and TY, a subgroup R of .s which satis$es 
the folloz&g conditions: 
(a) O,(5) c 5% 
(13) If S,, is the largest normal subgroup of 51 which centralizes ‘$3, and if Cl 
is the inverse i&age of O,(Ji/L?,) in A, the?l %, C si and ! %J.Bin ill / -= p for 
some i = I. 2, ‘.., s. 
(c) $$ =.; ‘1-1 n 8, is an A’,,-subgroup of I?!, . 
(d) R, = N,%(Y&) is a p-stable group. 
In one situation in the proof of Theorem D (see Lemma 10.4) the concepts 
of p-stability and p-restriction are not sufficient. In order to complete the 
proof, it is necessary to replace a given group rj occurring in the argument by 
a particular subgroup ~3 which contains a configuration similar to that 
stipulated by the concept of p-restriction. Thus conditions (1~) and (d) are the 
critical conditions in the definition of p-reduction. For example, if $ is 
solvable, one can show that 5 is p-reductive under the same assumptions and 
by essentially the same methods as were described above in showing that $ 
is p-restricted. 
Finally we shall carry over the notion of p-stability, p-restriction and 
p-reduction to an arbitrary simple group by making the following definition: 
DEFINITION 5. A simplegroup 6 will be called (i)p-stable, (ii)p-restricted, 
(iii) p-reductive fey some odd prime p provided every subgroup sj of (5 which 
satisJies the following conditions is (i) p-stable, (ii) p-restricted, (iii) p-reduc- 
five: 
(4 P E ~,(%h 
(b) O,r(sj) = 1 in th e case of p-restriction and p-reduction. 
(c) If ‘$ is an SD-subgroup of O,f,, (S) then an S,-subgroup of 5 is an 2 , 
S,-subg?,oup of N( VP). 
It might seem that condition (c) is superfluous. Indeed, if 8 has dihedral 
&-subgroups and if all proper subgroups of 6 have composition factors 
which are known simple groups, then it can be shown that every subgroup 
sj of 6 for which p E n,(B) is, in fact, p-stable. There are, however, cogent 
reasons for imposing this additional requirement. First of all, it at least 
serves to emphasize which subgroups of 6 play a critical role in our generaliza- 
tion of the results on minimal simple groups. But there exists a more impor- 
tant consideration, which can be illustrated by the following possibility. It 
may happen that a simple group 0 contains a subgroup & such that 
‘PI = O,(%,) is abelian of type (p, p), %,,/‘P, e S-W, P) and %$ Z(%d. 
Since .& is not a p-stable group, it would follow at once, without condition 
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(c) that 65 is not p-stable. On the other hand, we anticipate that at least in 
some circumstances it mill be possible to prove the following assertion: 
if ‘$3 is a maximal p-subgroup of 6 containing $$ and normalized by .Q, , 
then 5 = N(‘p) is a p-stable group. In other Lvords, one may be able to show 
that non-p-stable subgroups of 6 can always be imbedded in p-stable sub- 
groups. As our definition indicates, this would be entirely sufficient for our 
purposes. The same remarks apply for p-restriction and p-reduction. 
JVe next introduce the concept of p-constraint. 
DEFINITION 6. We call a group 6 p-constrained if fop any p-subgroup 
!)I I’- 1 of 6, C(v*) is solvable, where ‘$* is an S,-subgroup of O,! ,,($C( p)). 
Remarks. As pointed out in the Introduction, if 8 is a group with dihedral 
Sylow 2-subgroups, then either 6 is p-constrained or C(y) is nonsolvable, 
where ‘8 is an S,-subgroup of the centralizer of an involution of 6, in which 
case $4 centralizes some four-subgroup of 6. Because of the fundamental 
role which the four-subgroups of 6 play in the study of groups with dihedral 
Sylow 2-subgroups, this characterization of the non-p-constrained primes 
turns out to be an extremely effective one. 
There is a reason to believe that the concept of p-constraint will also be 
effective in studying simple groups 6 all of whose proper subgroups (or at 
least certain critical ones) possess at most one non-abelian simple composition 
factor. On the other hand, it appears that the usefulness of this concept will 
diminish as the number of possible non-abelian composition factors of the 
proper subgroups of Q is allowed to increase. These observations may serve 
to point up the possible extent and limitations of the applicability of our 
results in their present form. 
DEFINITIOK 7. Let 8 be a simple group and p an odd prime in rr(0). TVe 
say that 8 is weakly p-tame provided: 
(I) ~v?VAr3(p) is nonempty. 
(II) (Li is p-stable. 
(III) O? is p-constrained. 
(IV) Let $J be a proper subgroup of Q such that p 6 am, and assume thut 
9 contains an element ‘21 of CYV.~3(p). Then every element qf VIs(%) is contained 
in S(G). 
DEFINITION 8. Let cli be a simple group which is weakly p-tame ,for some 
prime p. We say that 8 is p-tame provided: 
(V) If ‘8 is an SD-subgroup of Q and 2~ is a nonidentity element of VI( !j?; q), 
then p E n,(N(Q)). 
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Note that condition (I-) holds trivially if Vr((p) is trivial. 
DEFINITION 9. Let 8 be a simple group. We say that @I is strongly p-tame 
provided 0 is p-tame and 
(VI) 6 is p-restricted and p-reductive. 
As in F.T. we shall write p N q if 8 possesses a (p, q}-subgroup which 
contains abelian subgroups of both types (p, p, p) and (q, q, q). 
DEFINITION 10. Let 8 be a simple group and 7 a set ojprimes in n(6). We 
say that 0 is T-tame prooided: 
(VII) Q is p-tame for each p in 7. 
(VIII) p N q for every pair of primes p, q in T. 
Remark. Suppose 8 is a simple group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups 
and that the structure of the proper subgroups of 0, is known. Then if 5 
is a proper subgroup of @J for which p 6 n&j) and which contains an abelian 
subgroup on three or more generators, one can show that .$5/S($) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of PlYL(2, p”‘) containing PSL (2, pm) with m 2 3. That oi 
satisfies condition (IV) in the definition of weakly p-tame follows readily from 
this result. Furthermore, condition (V) follows from condition (IV) and 
certain results of Section IV which can be established on the basis of weak 
p-tameness. We anticipate that it will be possible to verify conditions (IV) 
and (V) in other classification problems. 
In order to state our main results, we need one auxiliary concept. In the 
proof of the theorem of Feit and Thompson for minimal simple groups, the 
extended Sylow theorems for solvable groups play a vital part in determining 
the structure of the maximal subgroups of 8. Since the proper subgroups 
of an arbitrary simple group are, in general, nonsolvable, the extended Sylow 
theorems cannot be applied to the subgroups of 8. In order to get around 
this difficulty, it is necessary for us to extend the meaning of an S-subgroup 
of 6. This is incorporated into the following definition. 
DEFINITION 11. Let 6 be a group and CJ a set of primes in x(6). A subgroup 
5 of 8 will be called an Si-subgroup provided: 
(i) FJ contains an S,-subgroup of 8 ,for each p in o. 
(ii) p E T,~($I) for each p in 0. 
(iii) An S,-subgroup of S(B) is normal in 5. 
if 8 possesses an Si-subgroup we shall say that 8 satisfies I$. 
If 5 is solvable, the definition implies that 5 contains an SO-subgroup of 8 
as a normal subgroup. We remark that assumption (V) plays an essential 
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role in the proof of Ei for a simple group 0 which is T-tame for some set of 
primes 7. 
\Ve are finally in a position to state our main results. It will be helpful 
first to recall from F.T. the meanings of a few essential terms. If 6 is a group, 
rTT3 = ~~(6) denotes the set of primes p in ~(6) for which .YV;,V,( !Q) is 
nonempty and VI(Q) is nontrivial, while rA = n,,(6) denotes the set of primesp 
in ~(6) for which 99&V,(Q) is nonempty but VI(p) is trivial, where ‘$J 
denotes an S,,-subgroup of 6. Furthermore, if 0 is a group, p a prime in 
7r3 U 7rq , an d ‘$ an S,-subgroup of (5, then 
&,(\Q) = ($A0 1 ‘j&C Y@, $$ contains an element of .Y%A’,(~)). 
.QfJP) = iv0 1 %G ‘Is, %I contains a subgroup ‘& of type (p, p) such that 
C,(P) E d-l(~) for each P in $.;,I, i = 2, 3, 4. 
In this paper we shall prove the following results: 
THEOREM A. Let 6 be a simple group which is r-tame for some set of 
primes 7 in 7~~ . Then 8 satis$es E: . 
THEOREM B. Let 8 be a simple group which is r-tame for some set of 
primes 7 in TT~ . Then for at least one prime p in T, there exists a subgroup B 
of type (p, p) which is normal in an SD-subgroup ‘J3 of Q such that 23 centralizes 
every element of Vr((p; y) fey y in 7 - p. 
THEOREM C. Let 6 be a simple group which is p-tame .for some prime p 
in 7~~ . Let ‘p be an S,-subgroup of 6 and suppose there exists a normal subgroup 
%3 of p of type (p, p) such that 23 centralizes every element of Vr(p; q) for all but 
at most one prime q. Then 8 possesses a unique subgroup VI containing 9 which 
is maximal subject to the condition p E ~~~(911). 
Remark. In the applications, if 6 is a simple group which is T-tame for a 
set of primes 7 in z-a , the prime p and the subgroup % of 9 will be taken to 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem B. Under this assumption, it suffices to 
verify the hypothesis of Theorem C for primes q which are not in 7. 
THEOREM D. Let 6 be a simple group which is strongly p-tame for some 
p&e p in 7~~ , alzd let ‘@ be an S,-subgroup of 6. Then 6 possesses a unique 
subgroup YX containing %I which is maximal subject to the condition p E ~~(91). 
THEOREM E. Let 6 be a simple group which satisfies the hypothesis of 
either Theorem C OY D, and let !XR be the unique subgroup of 65 maximal subject 
to 5j.l~ WI and p E r,(XR). Then for each i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and each element 13, of 
AZ?~(~), 9X is the unique subgroup of 8 containing !& which is maximal subject 
to the condition p E n,#Jt). In particular, -?I,($) contains ever?, subgroup of $t of 
type (p, p, p), so that Vt is the unique maximal such subgl-oup containing a 
subpup of Y of type (p, P, P). 
Remark. Our generalization of the work of Feit and Thompson consists 
of introducing certain axioms and then adapting their proofs to this axiomatic 
approach. Thus Theorems A-E are extensions of corresponding statements 
which are proved in F.T. for minimal simple groups of odd order. Except 
for some preliminary lemmas which are established in the nest section, the 
same is true of all the results in this paper. Unless there is a particular reason, 
n-e shall not refer explicitly to the lemma or theorem of F.T. from which a 
given result of this paper is derived. 
III. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
\\-e begin with several lemmas which we shall need. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 5 be a group, and ‘T\, 2c, two normal subgroups qf Jj 
such that DG ‘0, and GIN 3. If C,(D) is nonsolvable, then C5(DI) is 
nonsolvable. 
Proof. Set K = C,(D). By assumption Kn 52,~ Ti. Since T, u $5, 
so also K 4 $. Hence yDD,cs Z+ n K:E 3, so that yp %I&” = 1. It follows 
that K stabilizes the chain 1~ D?c ?I . Hence if R = ker (K ---f Aut a,), a 
theorem of P. Hall (4, Lemma 3, p. 791) implies that K/R is nilpotent. Since K 
is nonsolvable by assumption, so is R. But Ji = C,( D,), proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let $ be a group and A& a normal subgroup of 5. Then the 
conclusion of Lemma 3. I holds zuith 5 = F(&) and ZT3, = S(&). 
Proof. Since F($,) = F(S($,)), and F(S($)) contains its own centralizer 
in S(bl), the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 6 be a simple group which is p-constrainedfor some prime p. 
Let 5 be a proper subgroup of 6 such that p E T,~($) and such that an S,-subgroup 
5~ of & has index at most p in an SD-subgroup of 0. Then C,(*J.I n Opt,,($)) is 
solvable. 
Proof. Assume the lemma is false. Set !j& = p n O,f,,(sj). Then by 
assumption C,(@,) is not solvable. Since 5 = O,l($) N,($J by Sylow’s 
theorem, we may assume without loss that ‘& 4 sj. Let *VT be an SD-sub- 
group of 0,t,D(N(!Q3,)). Since (li is p-constrained, C(@T) is solvable. This 
forces ‘pT 1 ‘Q1 , otherwise C,(‘&) would be solvable, contrary to assumption. 
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Since ‘13 c N( ,$$,) and Q has index at most p in an SD-subgroup of 8, we have 
j up: : $$ / = p. Set !& = N(pT). Then N(p,) = O,l(N(‘$?i)) (RA N($J,)), and 
it follows that K = C,(cQ,) is nonsolvable. Let K* = ker (K + Aut ?3:). 
Since j v? : vi 1 =p, K~K* is cyclic, and hence K* is nonsolvable. But 
K* = C(Qr), and C(‘@T) is solvable. This contradiction completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 8 be a simple group zohich is weakly p-tame for some prime 
p. Let 5 be a proper subgroup of 6 such that p E n,(5). Let $I be an SD-subgroup 
of 5 and assume that !$I1 is an SD-subgroup of N(c@, CT O,I,~($)). Then if ‘$J is 
an SD-subgroup of (5 containing Q1 , every element of .YcKV,( ‘JJ) lies in O,,f , ,,(5j). 
in particular, the lemma holds if !JI$ is an S,,-subgroup of 8. 
hoof. Let Y& = yin O,l,,($j). If ‘11 E .Y’%;, $ ‘a(V), set ‘21, = 2In VI 
and %,, =Y1~7 v,,. If ‘11, C ‘II, then also ‘u, C 41, since 91 n N($$,) 1’11, , 
and $$ is an S,-subgroup of N(QJ. But y2$rX,” = 1 since ?I is an abelian 
normal subgroup of ‘$. Since 6 is p-stable, it will suffice to show that C,( $&,) 
is solvable, for then the definition of p-stability will imply that II, s t&, 
whence 41, = a1 = 91 G 13, , as asserted. 
Let R = N(&,). Now 5 = O,{(B) (AT\ 5) by Sylow’s theorem. Since pi 
is an S,-subgroup of Ji by assumption, it follows that ‘@, is an S,,-subgroup 
of O,t,,,(fi). But C(p,J u R, and hence an SD-subgroup of O,,J,,,(C(~,,)) 
is contained in 0 Dt,v(si). We conclude that s&, is an SD-subgroup of 
O,rG,(‘& C(!&,)) . Since 6 is p-constrained, it follows that C(go) is solvable, 
and hence that C,( !&,) is solvable. 
The following lemma is essentially a restatement of Lemma 1.2.3 of [5]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let $ be a group such that p E T,~(~I), let v be an SD-subgroup 
of O,t,,($), and assume that C,(!Q) is solvable. If D is any p’-subgroup of 9 
such that rD”(@ is a PI-group, then D G Or,!(~). 
P?,oof. Set $ = sj/O,($) and let 5 , 9 be the images of 3 , ‘4, respectively, 
in $ . Since C,(q) is solvable, C,(g) is solvable, and consequently 
C,(g) _C S(s). Since Y~!JJ is a p’-group, a centralizes Q, and hence 
3 c S(G). But by Lemma 1.2.3 of [5], 9 contains its own centralizer in 
S(G). Hence ?6 = 1, and D c O,,(s). 
We need two lemmas concerning automorphisms of p-groups. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let !Q be a p-group of class 2 and exponent p. Let $j be a 
p-solvable group of automorphisms of ‘p such that O,(b) = 1 and 
[0,!(4j), Z(p)] = I. Let X be a p-element of 5. Assume p is odd, and that p 
is not a Fermat prime if [X, O,f($)] is a nonabelian 2-group. Then C,(X) is 
noqclic. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on ~ s$? 1, \%?thout loss we may assume 
that 5 = (;O,f($), X>. Suppose first that 1 Z((13) ) m-- p, in which case $3 is 
extraspecial. Hence 9 = ‘@iZ($$) may b 1 e re ar e as a vector space of even g d d 
dimension over GF(p) on which $7 is represented. Now (B) asserts that AY is 
represented on g with minimal polynomial of degree ~ S 1. Hence as 1 X 
is odd, .I~ is not represented indecomposably on 9. Therefore C,(_Y) is non- 
cyclic. Let H be the inverse image of $(A’) in $3. Then S stabilizes the chain 
R I)Z(p) 3 I. Since / Z(q) j == p, / .Q : C,,(X) / == p and hence / C,,(S) j p. 
Since $ is of exponent p, C,(X), and hence also CV(AY), is noncyclic. 
Hence WC may assume that /Z(v) / p. Since (Z($), ,Y\ is a p-group, 
CzcV,(2Y) contains a subgroup ‘& of order /I. In this case we set 9 :: ‘@/‘$Pa . 
Since O,j(ij) centralizes Z(‘$I) by hypothesis, 5 is represented on 9. Let 
3 -p Z(q), and suppose first that O,,(Q) centralizes 3. Then ,5 2’ $; other- 
lvise O,?($>) stabilizes the chain ‘lj 3 &, 3 I, in lvhich case O,,<(b) centralizes 
‘g by 1,emma 8.1 of F.T., contrary to the fact that O,(Q) E Aut $4 and 
O,,($j) ,l I. Thus 3 C $ and consequently cl($) = 2. Since O,,(G) cen- 
tralizes Z(q) and since 1 ?@ 1 i’ [ $3 I, we may apply the lemma by induction 
to $ to obtain that C,(X) is noncyclic. Denoting now by s\ the inverse image 
of C%(S) in tv, it follows exactly as in the preceding paragraph that C,,(A). 
and hence also C,(X) is noncyclic. 
So assutnc finally that O,t(sj) does not centralize 3. Kow the image 3, 
of Z(\$X) in 9 is contained in <{, and since j Z(v) 1 ‘. p, 3, ;k 1. Since O,(E) 
centralizes Z(v), we see that 3, z-7 C;i(O,($)) f 1. But S normalizes 3, , 
and consequently C3,(S) f I. On the other hand, S also normalizes 3, =- 
[O,,(b), 31, and 3, 7’: 1. Thus Cj,(“) c I. Now 3, being elementary, can 
be regarded as a vector space over GF(p). It follows therefore from the com- 
plete reducibility of the representation of O,,~($I) on -3 that 3, n 32 = 1. \Ve 
conclude from this that Cg(S) is noncyclic, and it follows once again as in 
the preceding cases that CU(S) is noncyclic. 
‘The following lemma is due to John ‘I’hompson. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let X x 2) be a group ctf autoznorphisms of a p-group 9, 
where X is u p-group and ‘ll is a p’-group, and assume that C,(X) E C,(‘n). 
Then ?) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose false, and let $3 be a p-group of minimal order which 
satisfies the hypotheses, but not the conclusion of the lemma. Set 91 = D(P). 
Since C,@) g C,,(q), the minimality of ‘u implies that g acts trivially on 91. 
Hence CV(g) 2 %. We shall show that equality holds. If ‘$3I = $Jp, then v, 
is invariant under both X and ‘1). Since Csl(X) g C,p,(g), the assumption 
t& C 9~ forces 2) to act trivially on Q1 . Rut ‘pl = rl)QI by Lemma 8.11 of 
F.T., and consequently $@I = 1. Thus 2) centralizes ‘Q, whence q = I, 
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contrary to our choice of !Q. Hence G$$ = $; and it follows from the complete 
reducibility of 9 on q/91 that Cq,rt(g) = 1. Hence C,(g) c P, and CP(VJ) = % 
follows. 
Now let 3 be the inverse image in 3 of C Y,,@). Then 91 C 3 and 3 is 
‘g-invariant. Since y@Z 5 91, we have ~~8x9 = 1. Since rX’2, = 1, we also 
have r2.X’1)s = 1. But then y2’2)&E = 1 by (3.1) of F.T., and consequently 
y’I)g Cr CR&E) G C,(g) = in. Thus g/% E C,,,(Il) = 1, contrary to the fact 
that a/9? # 1. 
IV. THE TRANSITIVITY THEOREM 
The next five sections are devoted to a proof of Theorem A. An essential 
step in the proof is a generalization of the transitivity theorem of Feit and 
Thompson (Theorem 17.1 of F.T.). 
THEOREM 1. Let 6 be a simple group mhich is weakly p-tame for same 
prime p, let p be an SD-subgroup of 8, and let 2l E ,YWJV~ (q). Then C(%) 
acts transitively on the maximal elements of VI@; q) for any prime q. 
The proof depends upon the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1. If 5 is a proper subgroup of 6 containing ‘II, then every 
element of VI,-@; q) is contained in O,f(sj). 
Proof. Suppose the lemma false. Among all subgroups Q of 6 which 
violate the lemma, choose $5 so that / $n !l3 j is maximal, subject to this 
condition, assume 1 sj jD is maximal, and subject to these conditions, assume 
that ) 5 lpr is minimal. Let a be an element of VI&U; q) such that Q $ O,(g). 
First of all, ifp $ n,(B), Q E S(b) by condition (IV) in the definition of weakly 
p-tame groups. But in this case, S(Q) = O&i), and hence B G O,*($). 
Thus p E n,?(s). Hence if $$ is an S,-subgroup of O,t,,($) normalized by 
‘@n $, we have ‘1;r # 1. Set sj, = N$($&). Since 5 = O,(a) Jj, by Sylow’s 
theorem, & must contain an element of M(?l; q) which does not lie in 
O,,j(&), otherwise O,(Jj) would contain every element of VI,@; q). But 
then $r = 5 by the minimality of ) 5 lZ1f _ Thus 9 G N(‘$,). Since 
O,(N(y,))n $ G O,(G), it follows that the lemma is violated in N($,). 
But now 1 $J ID = / N(!$J jD by the maximality of 1 5 IDI and hence !I$ is an 
SD-subgroup of O,r,,(N(!&)). Since 8 is p-constrained, this implies that 
C(!&) is solvable. 
Let B be an element of +Y(,P) with % C X. Let B E %#, and set U, = Cc(B), 
p,, == CQ1(B). Suppose that Q, c O,f(C(B)). Since ‘Q,, s C(B), it follows that 
yQ,!&, is a $-group. But yB,,‘$$, is a p-group, and hence z+, centralizes ‘@a .
Set 5 = ~/O,~($) and let H,, , g,, , Q1 B, be the images of X& , Cp,, $$ , B, 
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respectively, in -5. Since C(v,) is solvable, C,(&) G O,,c,,,($) by I,emma 
1.2.3 of [S], and hence C,(g,) G g, . ‘I’llus E, is faithfully represented as a 
subgroup of Aut 9, . \lye apply I,emma 3.7 to the group B, n acting 
on $, . Since 0, centralizes $$ : Cg,(@, we conclude that E, 1, and hence 
that Q, = C,(R) G O,,<(Q). Now C is generated by its subgroups C,(B) 
with B in %#. Since Q $ O,g($), it follo\\s from the preceding argument that 
C,(B) $ O,l(C(B)) for some B in 3”. IkIt Cc(&) Is invariant under ‘!I and 
‘!I 2 C(B). Hence the lemma is violated in C(B). Since $n C(B) has index 
at most p in ‘1;, we conclude from our maximal choice of 1 .$n $ that 
/ .\jn $? j has index at most p in *$. 
I,et $8 be an S,,-subgroup of $ containing $ n ,j. SowZ(‘@) G ‘!I C: $n .$. 
Since 1 $ : ‘$n $J 1 < p, r$Z(p) c $n .$ and hence y”$Z(v)” = I. Since 6 
is p-stable, and C,$$$) is solvable, it follows that Z($q) or ‘& . Hence if 
Q, = C&($3)), we have Q = O,(Cn O,,<(5)). Suppose Q, G O,,,(Yi), where 
31 ::- N(Z(‘@)). Then rQ,‘g is a p’-group; and in particular, yQ,($@, n ‘$3) is a 
p’-group. Since yQ($\, n ,1-l) is a p-group, it follows that Q, centralizes &n 9. 
Since Z(v) & ‘pl n v, C( p1 n p) E 31, and hence 13, G O,,(C( p, n $J)). But 
y!,n ‘$ has index at most /, in +& , and consequentlv ‘$$ normalizes 
C($,n +). Thus yQ1ql is a $-group, and it follows from-Lemma 3.5 that 
C, E O,($), Since Q =- Q, (Q n O,,, (ij)), we conclude that Q G O,,(sj), 
contrary to our choice of 5. Hence Q, $ O,,~(X). Since Q, is in\-ariant 
under ill, we see that the lemma is violated in 91. But now our maximal 
choice of ‘1; n sj implies that ‘13 c &. Thus Q :-. (Qn O,(B)) C, , where 
Q, = C&l), as ‘u G $$ by Lemma 3.4. But by (3.10) of F.T., C(a) ~ YI : F, 
where 9 is a p’-group. Since $ normalizes 3, yQ,‘qU, is a p/-group. Applying 
Lemma 3.5 once again, we conclude that Q s O,,(s). The lemma follows. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1. Denote by -i’, , &, ..., At the 
sets of transitivity of the maximal elements of M(X; q) under the action of 
C(91). i1Te shall derive a contradiction from the assumption t 3 2. Clearly 
this assumption implies that I is not a maximal element of M(%; q). 
We first show that if Q, and G, are maximal elements of M(%; 4) with Q, 
in 9; and Qz in dj , i # j, then Q,n Qz m-z 1. Assume false. Among all pairs 
(i, j) with 1 < i < j -. < t for which there exist elements Q, , Q, in di , lj 
respectively with nontrivial intersection, choose i, j and Q, (0, so that 
91 = Q, r\ Q, has maximal order. Since Q, , Q, are maximal elements of 
VI(?I; q), !H is necessarily a proper subgroup of both Q, and Q, . Set $ = N(‘J7) 
and let G: = NGt(%) = i = I, 2. Then 0; , QL , and ‘II are contained in 
$7 and ‘II normalizes Q:. , i : I, 2. It follows therefore from the preceding 
lemma that Qi. c O,+(sj), i :-: 1, 2. But now by D,,,,, in O,!(9) PI, 0; is con- 
tained in an PI-invariant S,-subgroup QT of O,t($), i = 1, 2. Since *II is an 
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S,,-subgroup of O,($) ‘?I, QT and Qt are necessarily conjugate by an element 
D in C((u)n O,(a). Thus UT = a:” and D EC(%). Let Q, be a maximal 
element of Pl(%; q) containing QT. Since a,n Q1 2 El; 3 %I, El3 E 2i . 
Since f&n f$ 2 QiD 3 9X, and D E C(Z), Q, E 9 i . Thus i = j, a contra- 
diction 
Now choose a, E Y, and Q E & . Since ‘8 E .5WdY’s($J), 91 contains an 
elementary subgroup E of order p a. Hence there exists an element E in tX# 
such that 0: = Cr, (E) f 1, i = 1, 2. Set 0 = C(E). Now 91 normalizes E$ 
and G:(rI E K. It follows therefore from Lemma 4.1 that Di c O,(K), i :: 1, 2. 
As above, this implies that there exists an element D in C(71) such that D; 
and OiD lie in an U-invariant S,-subgroup a: of O,(K). If aa denotes a 
maximal element of l!l(%; q) containing a:, it follows that i&n n, # 1 and 
that ~,n a: # 1. But then a, E 9, and C, E Y, by the preceding argument. 
This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. 
The following three corollaries of the transitivity theorem are proved 
exactly as in F.T. Let 6 be a simple group which is weakly p-tame for some 
prime p, let $8 be an S,,-subgroup of 6, and let II E .Y”?W,($J). 
COROLLARY 4.1. IfQ is a maximal element of VI(%; q), then 
N(a) = (N(a) n N(s)) C(%), 
and N(B) contains an A’,-subgroup of N(%). 
COROLLARY 4.2. $ normalizes some maximal element Q of VI(%; q). 
Furthermore, if GE 8 and Xc E $!, then 71’ = 91” fey some ;V in N(Q). 
COROLLARY 4.3. Ifp E 7~~ , then M(X) is trivial. 
Theorem 1 and Lemma 4.1 imply the following additional corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.4. =1 maximal element of VI((p; q) is a maximal elemrlzt of 
vqnr; q). 
\\:e can obtain one additional consequence of Theorem 1 which depends 
only upon the assumption that 6 is weakly p-tame. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 6 be a simple gvoup which is weakly p-tame, for some 
prime p. Let $$ be an S,-subgroup of 6, let ‘II E 9’K.K3(~~), and let a be a maxi- 
mal element of VI(41; q) which is normalized by 9. Set 91 = N(Q) and 
112, = N(Z( 73)), where % = V(ccl,(%); Q). Then 3, = O,t(%,) (!R2, n 92). 
Proof. It will suffice to show that C(%) c O,r,,(%,), for then the proof 
of Lemma 17.3 of F.T. will apply without change. Since Z(,%) centralizes 
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It G %I and \U E .Y-‘%./lr($$), Z(%) G ‘!I and hence C(%) 5 9i, . By Lemma 3.4, 
91 5 O,~,&). Now C(3) =: 21 x 3, where 3 is a p’-group by (3.10) of 
F.T. Since p normalizes 2, ~$9 is a p’group. Furthermore Lemma 3.3 
implies that C91,($,) is solvable, where $i = $n 0,~ , ,,(‘l?J. Since ~$2 
is a PI-group, it follows from Lemma 3.5 that 9 E 0,,(91,). ‘l%us 
Thus C(%)E O,~,,(%,), as required. 
\‘. CONSEQUENCES 0F THE ‘I’R.~NsITIvITY THEOREM 
A number of striking consequences of the transitivity theorem are esta- 
blished in F.T. by exploiting this result in conjunction with the transfer 
theorem of P. Hall (3, Theorem 14.4.1, p. 21 I). M’e shall now derive the 
corresponding results for any simple group which is p-tame for some prime p. 
Throughout this section 6 will denote a simple group which is p-tame. 
We let ‘1-1 be an S,-subgroup of 6, YI an element of .Y’K’M,($%), Q a maximal 
element in M(YI; 9) which is normalized by 9, % = N(Q) and %, = N(Z(%)), 
where Pi = V(cc&,(%); p). 
LEMMA 5.1. If 91’ _C p for some G in 8, then ‘UC = ‘11Nfor some element 
N in N(Q)n N(B). 
PYOO~. By Corollary 4.2, ‘11” = ?lx, X E 91. Since 6 is p-tame, it follows 
from (V) that p E n,@), so that 41 c O,f,,(%) by Lemma 3.4. If 
3, = q?n 0,(,,(R), then 91 = Ox,+?) NYI(vl) by Sylow’s theorem. 
Since 91 & VI , the first assertion of the proof implies that ‘8 c SJJr . Thus 
N,,(v,) & N,,;( %), and we conclude that 91 = O,@) Nsl( W). I\l’ow the 
proof of Lemma 17.1 of F.T. applies without change. 
LEMMA 5.2. 
‘31, = O”(‘32,). 
Proof. The proof is identical with that of Lemma 17.2 of F.T., inasmuch 
as we have established Lemma 5.1 and have shown that 91 = O,$!) Nsl(%), 
these being the two critical results which are needed, in addition to the Hall 
transfer theorem. 
LEMMA 5.3. 
Yl = oq!Rz). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, ‘n, = O,@J (‘Jtrn %). Since 91, possesses no 
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normal subgroups of index p by the preceding lemma, it follows at once 
from this equality that YX possesses no normal subgroups of index p. 
LEMMA 5.4. Zf .$ is a subgroup of $3 which confains VI, then N(s) c 91, . 
The proof is identical with that of Lemma 17.4 of F.T. 
LEMMA 5.5. If M is a proper subgroup of 8 which contains sJ.3 and such that 
p E T,~(R), then % G O,,?,.(S). 
Proof. Since we have already shown that % or O,,J,,,(!)~), the proof of 
Lemma 17.5 of F.T. applies without change. 
LEMMA 5.6. Z,et R be a proper subgroup of B aud q$ an S,-subgroup 
of R, and assume that p E n,?(S). Then if $4 zs an S,-subgroup of 6 containing 
‘r(l and ?I E 9%X, (‘1;), ?I1 = V(ccZ,#); ‘$r) c O,>,,(R). 
Proof. Suppose false. Choose A to violate the lemma so that 1 R jl) is 
maximal, and subject to this condition, make / R in! minimal. Set 
$!,” == pln O,t,,(si). Since !$ = O,(R) Nr)(v,), the minimality of .R implies 
that .R = NR()&,), whence ‘go <i R If ‘J$ were not an S,-subgroup of 
N($$,), then by our maximal choice of R, %, G O,r,,(N(‘$,,)).Since R _C N(Q,), 
%, c: O,!,,,(a) would follow. Hence ‘Q1 is an SD-subgroup of N($J, so that 
by Lemma 3.4, ?I G vu, . But then N(p,), and consequently also 31, lies in 91, 
by Lemma 5.4. Since M, c 21, Lemma 5.5 implies that 2$ G O,~,,,(%,). 
Since Si G Yi, , !!$ s O,,t,,,(Si), and the lemma follows. 
VI. A SCFFI~IENT C0~D1-710~ FOR Kit,, 
In this section we shall establish the following generalization of Theorem 
19.1 of F.T. for primes in xa . 
THEOREM 2. Let 6 be a simpIe group which is {p, q)-tame for two primes p, 
q in 7~~ . lf an SD-subgroup of 6 centralizes every q-subgroup which it normalizes 
and zy an S,-subgroup of 6 centralizes every p-subgroup qf 0 which it normal- 
izes, then 8 satisfies EF, . 
We proceed by contradiction. The following lemmas are proved under 
the assumption that Theorem 2 is false. 
LEMMA 6.1. If 23 E e(p), then 8 centralizes every element of M(B; q), 
Proof. Assume the lemma false, and choose Q of minimal order violating 
the conclusion. If %, = ker (B-P Aut a), (3.11) of F.T. implies that B3, # 1. 
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Let $J be an S,-subgroup of N(B), let K :- C(‘H,), and let *ljO = C(‘H)~ ‘lj. 
Then ) %i : $$ ) < p and $,, c II-. I,et ‘v* be an S,-subgroup of ti containing 
$,, . If $* -: ‘$,, , then C,(q*n O,],,,(K)) is solvable by Lemma 3.3. Since ~3 
centralizes ‘I)*, *n E V*I? O,/,,,(E) by I .emma 1.2.3 of [S]. On the other 
hand, if $* 3 $1” , then Y@* is an S,-subgroup of 6 and y-“q!*B2 :- 1. Since 
QYJ is p-stable, we conclude that % c $*n O,,,,,(K) in this case as well. But 
now our minimal choice of rZ forces G c O,,(K). 
By Lemma 8.9 of F.T., 8 is contained in an clement 41 of ,‘rV&“,(Q), and 
‘$1 E K. By D,,,J in O,(K) ‘!I, ‘21 normalizes some S,,-subgroup 0, of O,(E). 
Hence by Theorem 1, Corollary 4.2, and the hypotheses of the present 
theorem, YI centralizes a, . Tl ms %J centralizes every q-subgroup of O,,(K) 
which it normalizes, so that, in particular, ‘8 centralizes 8, a contradiction. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma false and let 5% be a subgroup of 6 which 
violates the lemma. Set D = {p, ~2. Since p or 9 is in 7rs(R), either 
O,,,,(Ji) 3 O,,(R) or O,,,,(R) 3 O,,(R). For definiteness, assume that 
O,,,,(R) 3 O,,(R). Among all subgroups si which violate the lemma and in 
which O,,,,,(R) 3 O,,(a), h c oose 3 to maximize / si ill and subject to this 
condition, minimize 1 R IX,, . Let Yt, % be elements of q(p) and a(q) res- 
pectively which lie in 52. Let T, be an S,,,-subgroup of S(R) and set 
R, q : N,(B). Since A = S(A) !&, by C,,,,, in S(R), R, contains an SD- 
subgroup and an S,,-subgroup of R, and hence contains a conjugate 
of PI and a conjugate of %. Thus the lemma is violated in R, . Since 
O,,,,(A,) T) O,,,(R,), it follows from our minimal choice of ) R j,)) that R, = A. 
Thus I, Q H and O,( 3) # 1. Furthermore, if $j = N(O,( P)), our maximal 
choice of j R ID implies that / SZ I0 = 1 S: iI,. Since W G 9, it follows that an 
SD-subgroup ‘$I1 of R is an S,-subgroup of 5. But 8 is p-constrained, and 
hence C(‘$, n O,,,,(S)) is solvable. Since R G & , 
and consequently C(~$$n O,<,,(B)) is solvable. Therefore C(a) is solvable, 
and we conclude from Lemma 3.2 that Cn(F(%)) is solvable. 
We shall use this last result to show that (‘8, B) is solvable, so assume the 
contrary. By the preceding lemma, % centralizes O,(a), and hence 
%3_c K = C,,(O,(D)). Now K 4 R, and hence 2 = K\11 is a group. Again by 
the preceding lemma, VI’ centralizes O,(D). Thus X = ‘II’n K centralizes 
F(a) = O,(a) x O,(D), and consequently X is solvable. On the other hand, 
a’! a 2 and B G 2, forcing U \ ’ to be nonsolvable; otherwise %“Z? would 
be solvable, and hence (a, 58) would be solvable, contrary to our present 
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assumption. But )3 = K% and B 4 Q, whence cl1~1-X is a p-group. Thus X is 
not solvable. This contradiction shows that ‘II and % generate a solvable 
subgroup of fi. 
‘Therefore (‘u, %) contains an S,,,-subgroup I)*, and consequently a 
conjugate of ‘71 and a conjugate of !8 lies in D *. Thus there exists an element 
3 in ,4/(p) and an element-% in q(q) such that (?I, ‘8) is a p,q-group. If YI, 
!E arc chosen in such a way that (41, %i> is a p, q-group of minimal order, it 
follows as in the first part of the proof of Lemma 19.2 of F.T. that 
<sr ‘H, = 41 x 23. 
Let 1)) = N(?t) and let 3 now denote an ST,,,-subgroup of S(J)). As above, 
wc may. assume that % C !li, = N,,(a). Furthermore, by C,,,, in 5($X), 
%, contains an SD-subgroup ‘I. of 6. By our hypothesis, ‘8 centralizes O,(a), 
and hence O,.,(B) = O,(a) x O,,(D). Now B centralizes O,,(D) by the 
preceding lemma and C!l;l(O,(D)) is solvable by Lemma 3.3, so that 
B C_ O,(D) by Lemma 3.5. Thus !lJ centralizes 8. Hence if ?JJt = N(8), ‘+J1 
contains ‘8 as well as an S,-subgroup Q of 8. Let 3, be an S7,,q-subgroup 
of S(W) and let YJ& = N,;(B,,). \Ve may assume that ‘1, and Q lie in W, . 
It follows as above that 0,.,(33,) = O,(B,) x O,(l),). Since (rj is q-con- 
strained and ‘$J centralizes O&a,), Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 1.2.3 of [5] 
imply that ‘4 c O,@ti). But U normalizes some S,-subgroup of O,(W,), 
which without loss we may assume to be +#. Since Q centralizes every p-sub- 
group it normalizes, $Qa = ‘$ :A: 0, and 6 satisfies Eg,,, . Since we are 
proceeding by contradiction, we accept this lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. If BI E O&(p), either C(S) is a q/-group OY an S,-subgroup of 
C(‘X) has order q and ceztvalizes no element B of a(q). 
Proof. Let E be an S,-subgroup of C(X), and suppose E # 1. By Lemma 
6.2, no element of @ centralizes any B E a(q). Let Q be an S,-subgroup of 
0 containing E and let % E .%(a). Then C,(B) is of index 1 or q in C, and 
is disjoint from E. It follows that [ Q [ = q. 
Let $ be an SD-subgroup of 8, let X E .Y’%‘M,(~), and set 81, = N(Z( %)), 
where ‘r, = V(CCZ,j(‘lI); $8). Then by Lemma 5.5, % c Oa~,7,(\121). We now 
prove 
LEMMA 6.4. Assume that %I is an SW-subgroup of O,~,,(X,) and that %I 
possesses no noncyclic characteristic nbeliun subgroups. Let 2 be a subgroup of 
index p in ?i containing Z(q) and let $ be a subgroup of 8 szrch that L! EFJ 
and p E ~~($53). Then f? c 0,~,,(5). 
Proof. Assume the lemma false, and choose 5 to violate the lemma in 
such a way that 1 Jj Ig is maximal, and subject to this condition, minimize 
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I 5 Id * Let *& be an A’,-subgroup of O,,j,,($) normalized by 2, and set 
$1 T= N5(‘Q1). Since 9 = O,($) $t by Sylow’s theorem, 2 $ One,,,. 
But then .$i =- ?J hy our minimal choice of j ,I, I,,( . Thus !& ~- O,,(s). 
Now let 91 = N($$). Then vve must have j Yi II, = i ,j jn; otherwise 
CEO ,(,,,@I) by the maximality of j $J /,, . Since 5 C Yi, this would impl! 
that ,O G O,t,,($), contrary to our choice of 9. Hence if $ is an S,,-subgroup 
of 8 such that $n 5 is an S,-subgroup of $J containing 2, we conclude 
from Lemma 3.4 that !I$ contains every element of -Y%Xa($), But then 
if cii E.PXJ”, (‘3) and 9i .-= N(Z(%)), where % = V(cc&,(‘ii); $), it follo\\s 
from Lemma 5.4 that $ E %i . M’e conclude from the maximality of 
) .!j lP that $s$. 
It will suffice to prove that \& c 91,; for assume this to be the case. Then 
$ = vN for some N in ‘2, , and we may suppose that ‘8 = 91”. Thus % =: WY, 
and hence $i = Yi,” = 91, . But then >j c :R, . Since 2 E O,~~,,(!P,), we 
conclude that 2 E O,lr,,(sj), contrary to our choice of 9. 
Let P = $8 n 3t, , and set .(i =- N(Z( %)). 1t ‘e need only show that R E Yi,; 
for this will force T, =: $, otherwise $n J1 would contain 3 properly and 
\vould lie in 9?, , contrary to our choice of 2. 
Non ‘i‘ c: $I” for some A’ in 9i, , and qP’n O,,r,,,(YL,) = ‘3” . Since 
2 _C O,,~,,,(lli,), we have 2 G 1, . *IN Furthermore by definition of 2, ?! has index 
p in P, so that 3 has index at most p in aBiN. But then \liN normalizes %, 
and hence lies in Ji. By Lemma 5.6, YiN E O,!,,(A), and consequently 
.H = O,,!(R) N,;( WV). Since N,,( %‘,“‘) G !Q, , it remains only to show that 
O,(R) C_ Yi, . Bv (3.5) of F.T., % and ?Yv are each the central product of an _
extraspecial group and a cyciic group. Since BI C: %, and Z( 13) G 41, we ha\ e 
Z(‘1;) cZ(%). NOW Z($@) G L( by hypothesis. Since 2 has index p in ‘23, it 
follows from the structure of ‘8 that Z(O) is noncyclic. But Y has index p in 
%” and 9 is not the central product of a cyclic group and an extraspecial 
group. \\:e must therefore have Z($‘!“) E L’. But then Z($“) gZ(%). Since 
O,(fi) centralizes Z(D), we conclude that O,,r(R) G C(Z(QN)) G 91, , thus 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
Now let ‘v be an S,-subgroup of 8 and YI an element of .‘/%&,(‘I!+). Set 
$I), =- N(Z(n)), where % m: V(&(‘,I); $J). If ‘1; is not an S,,-subgroup of 
O,,t,,,(%,) or if % contains a noncyclic characteristic abelian subgroup, define 
#(%;p) to be the set of subgroups of ‘21 of type (p,p). In the contrary case, 
define .9(9I; p) to be the set of subgroups of BI of type (p, p) together with 
all subgroups of 2? of type (p, p) containing sZ,(Z( %)). Define fl(‘Q) to be the 
set of all subgroups 3 such that 5 t .F((u; p) for some 21 in .VXW,(ir;). 
Finally define .9(p) to be the set of all subgroups 3 such that 3 E F(v) for 
some S,,-subgroup Q of 8. 
LEMMA 6.5. If z E,F(p), the?2 3 centralizes every element of Vr(T$; q). 
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Proof. Assume false, and let Q be an element of minimal order which 
is normalized, but not centralized by 3. Then 3s = ker (5 + Aut Q) fi 1 
by (3.11) of F.T. Suppose first that 3 G 21 for some element ‘II of :Y~J’,(*~). 
Set K = C(&), so that Q and 91 are contained in K. By Lemma 5.6, 
?I c O,!,,(K), and hence 5 E O,?,,(K). But then 8 does not centralize 
Qn O,(6), whence Q 5 O,J(K) by our minimal choice of Q. Now Corollar!- 
4. I and the hypothesis of Theorem 2 imply that ‘X, and hence also s, central- 
izcs an S,-subgroup of O,,(K). It follows at once that ;G centralizes ever\ 
q-subgroup of O,,!(K) which it normalizes. ‘Thus 3 centralizes Q, a contra- 
diction. 
Assume next that 3 is a subgroup of ‘1 of type (p, p) containing sZ,(Z( $)), 
where 9: = V(ccZ&I); ‘$), ($3 is S,-subgroup of (6, ‘11 E .V%‘M,(~$), and if 
91, == N(Z(%)), then % is an SD-subgroup of O,~,,(!Ri) and Y3 is the central 
product of an extraspecial group and a cyclic group. In this case, C,(&,) 
contains a subgroup 2 such that 1 % : 2 1 = p, Z(a) G 2, and z 5 2. Since 
Z(p) E Z( s), the hypotheses of Lemma 6.4 are satisfied. Since 2 G ti:, we 
conclude that I) G 0 ,/,,(K). Since 5 Cc!, we again have Q E O,,(K). 
It will suffice to show that 3 = sZ,(Z(g)) centralizes an c-invariant S,-sub- 
group of O,(K), for then 3 will centralize every q-subgroup of O,,(K) which 
it normalizes. Since 3 C 3, this will imply that 3 centralizes Q and hence 
that Q c ‘JL -= N(3). But then 2 c O,!,, (9L), and consequently Q G O,(%). 
Since ?J G 91, ‘r, centralizes an S,-subgroup of 0,$X), and hence so 
does 3. We conclude once again that 5 centralizes 0, contrary to our 
choice of Q. 
Let then Qr be an S,-subgroup of O,!(K) normalized by 2, and set 
41, z= 41n f!. Since / % : 2 1 = p, / ‘II : 91, ) < p, and hence Yt, is noncyclic. 
But now every subgroup of ‘II, of type (p, p) lies in F(p), so that by the first 
case of the proof, every subgroup of ‘u, of type (p, p) centralizes Q, . Thus 
0,(X,) centralizes Q, . Since 3 C 91, , 3 centralizes Qi , and the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 6.6. [f 91 E F(p) and 23 E q(q), and 53 is a subgroup of (6 con- 
taining ‘u and 23, then neither p nay q is in ~,~(si). 
Proof. The proof is essentially identical to that of Lemma 6.2. If the 
lemma is false, and if R is chosen minimal as in Lemma 6.2, the same argu- 
ment shows that si = ‘2I :; 23, since now ‘It centralizes every q-subgroup 
which it normalizes by the preceding lemma. But then C(B) contains the 
noncyclic subgroup 91, contrary to Lemma 6.3 with p and q interchanged. 
Once again let 5~ be an S,-subgroup of 8, % an element of P&+‘“~(~~) 
and !$ = N(Z(%)), where % = V(cc~&I); $8). Let Q be an S,-subgroup of 
91, and d an S,-subgroup of Q containing Q. 
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LEMMA 6.7. Suppose 13. contains un elementary subgroup (? ojc n&i- 9:‘. 
Then the followin<? conditions kold: 
(i) p = 1 (mod 9). 
(ii) Some element Y in G+ centralizes an element qf S(p). 
(iii) If E E gfi’ and E centralizes an element of <F(p), then C(E) does not 
contain an elementary subgroup of order g4. 
(iv) sZ,(Z(fi)) is contained in g and has order q. 
Proof. Let ‘I, be an SD,,-subgroup of S(\X,) normalized by $1; and set 
9 = NS1,( a). Since $ contains an S,l-subgroup of 91, , we may assume without 
loss that c? E 5. Set ‘$r = Yin O,,,($). S’ mce ‘$3 centralizes O,(5) by the 
hypothesis of the theorem, 0,1,,,($) =-= O,(sj) >: O,(G), and hence 
‘I& = O,(.$). Finally let 23 E %(a), and set E1 = C,(8). Since E is elementary 
of order q3, c1 is noncyclic. 
Suppose first that ‘Jr contains a noncyclic characteristic abelian subgroup K:. 
Then & is contained in some element of .‘r%V,(Cp), and consequently every 
subgroup of K of type (p, p) lies in F(q). IBut then C,(E) must be cyclic for 
each E in Er#, otherwise C(E) would contain an element of <F(v) and an 
element of *(O) for some I? in @+, contrary to Lemma 6.6. Since Ei normal- 
izes each C,(E), this is possible only if p = 1 (mod q). Thus (i) holds. 
Furthermore, since E is elementary of order 93, C,(Y) is noncyclic for some 
Y in @. Thus (ii) also holds in this case. Assume next that !l$ contains no 
noncyclic characteristic abelian subgroups, in which case ‘1-i is the central 
product of a cyclic group and an estraspecial group. Since YI E -fJ)%./r/^a($,) 
and !!I s ‘@r , 91 is a maximal normal abelian subgroup of $8, . Kovv Bi c ?I1 
by Lemma 5.6, and hence either ‘21 = ‘Jr, or Z( 23) is noncyclic. Furthermore, 
Z( %) G BI, so that every subgroup of Z( %) of type (p, p) lies in 3($3). But E 
normalizes Z( %). Hence if Z( ‘! ) i is noncyclic, (i) and (ii) follow at once as in 
the preceding case. So assume finally that Z(%) is cyclic, in which case 
3 = vi . In this case, it follows from the definition of 3-(y) that every 
subgroup of 21 of type (p, p) containing Q,(Z(s)) is in ,F(*$J). Set 
E, = ker (CF -+ Aut Z(%)). Since Z( %) is cyclic and E is elementary, 
j E/E,, 1 5 9, and if equality holds, then p +=< 1 (mod 9). Since E0 is noncyclic, 
we have C,(Y) Jo 1 for some I; in c”,, where 5 = $/Z( \I?). But then C,(Y) 
contains a subgroup 3 of type (p, p) with Qr(Z(%)) C ;i-. Thus 5 E 3(v) and 
(ii) holds. Furthermore, ifp * 1 (mod 9) the element I’ can be taken in EI , 
in which case C(Y) contains 3 and 23, contrary to Lemma 6.6. We conclude 
that (i) and (ii) hold in all cases. 
In order to prove (iii), we first show that D does not contain an elementary- 
subgroup 0, of order @. For then C,JS) would contain an elementary 
subgroup of order 93 which we could take for (2. But then by (ii), C(Y) would 
contain %3 as well as an element of .9(g), contrary to Lemma 6.6. 
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Suppose now that (iii) is false, and let E be an element of E# such that 
C(E) contains an element of -9(p) as well as an elementary subgroup of 
order 43. Set g = {p, q$. Among all subgroups R of 8 which contain an ele- 
ment of P(p) and an elementary subgroup of order ql, and for which q E r,?(R), 
choose 9 so that / R I0 is maximal, and subject to this condition, minimize 
1 R I,,.. Then by th e minimality of 1 R /(i, an S,,,-subgroup 91 of S(s) is 
normal in R. M’ithout loss we may assume that d n R is an S,-subgroup of R. 
If :H is a g-group, then an si is an S,r-subgroup of N(‘X) by our maximal 
choice of R. But then 91 contains every element of .PK,~~(D) by Lemma 3.4. 
Thus R contains an element of 9(p) and an element of “‘//(q), contrarv to 
Lemma 6.6. Thus In is not a q-group. 
Let 5 be an element of .9(p) which 1’ tes in .Fi. Then by Lemma 6.5, 3 
centralizes O,(R) = O,(%). If O,(R) were noncyclic, some element X f 1 
of 0,(52) would centralize an element of s(d),-and Lemma 6.6 would be 
violated in C(X). Hence O,(R) is cyclic. Since q <p by (i), it follows that 
O,(R) centralizes an S,-subgroup of R But then O,,,(H) = O,(R) x O,(a). 
Now let $ be an SD-subgroup of 8 containing an SD-subgroup of R. Then, 
$ n si is an SD-subgroup of N(O,(H)) by our maximal choice of 1 Ji lg. 
Since O,(R) is an S,-subgroup of O,!,,(n), it follows from Lemma 3.4 that 
O,,(R) contains every element of J’%Wa($j). Hence if $ = ‘$“, GE 8, 
‘8 L 71’ s O,(R). Set % = V(ccZF,((ii); $), and let 3, = N(Z(!&)). By 
Lemma 5.4, R 5 !i$ . Thus %, contains an elementary subgroup of order q4. 
Since 9i = !X ’ r , Yi, contains an elementary subgroup of the same order. But 
we have shown above that 91, contains no such subgroup. This completes the 
proof of (iii). 
Finally we prove (iv). Let I’ be an element of E# satisfying (ii). If 
Q1 = fqiqd)) were not contained in ti’, then iE, fir> would contain an 
elementary subgroup of order q“, which would lie in C(Y). Since C(Y) also 
contains an element of <F(\p), this would contradict (iii). Thus 5-2, 5 E. 
Furthermore, we must have j Q, 1 = p, otherwise Q, would contain an 
element of -+r/(c), and cli, would contain elements of both s(y) and ~//(a), 
contrary to Lemma 6.3. Thus (iv) holds, and the lemma is proved. 
We shall novv show that the hypotheses of I‘emma 6.7 are satisfied when- 
ever /, -., (I. 
LEMMA 6.8. !f p > q, then 3, contains an elementary subgroup of or&r q3. 
Proof. Since p w q by the hypothesis of Theorem 2, there exists a 
(p, q)-subgroup of 0, which contains subgroups of both types (p, p, p) and 
(q, q, q). Set 0 = {p, q}. Among all subgroups 5 of @I which contain sub- 
groups of both types (p, p, p) and (q, q, q) and such that p E n,(s), choose 9 
so that I gn L?,(a) / is a maximum, % ranging over the elements of -4p%’ Ya(p), 
subject to this condition maximize i $J iI) , and subject to these conditions, 
minimize 1 $j lriZ .
Let 2, be an S,,,,- subgroup of S(B). Since $j == S(s) Nb( a), the minimality 
of 1 5 ~0, implies that 5 = N,(B). Tl rus D ;.I jj. Let ‘$$ be an S,,-subgroup 
of $ and iv an S,,-subgroup of (r, containing $4, . By taking a suitable 
conjugate of 9, if necessary, we may assume without loss that $ .= ‘1-1. 
s uppose first that ‘1-1, centralizes O,>(G) = O,1(%), in which case 
O,.,(B) := O,(g) x O,,(6). Set $r m= N(O,($)). Then maximality of 1 $J jl, 
implies that !I$ is an S,,-subgroup of 5, . Since O,(5) is an SD-subgroup of 
O,,c.,,($), it follows from Lemma 3.4 that ‘1;i contains ever-v element of 
.Y%:,+,(*$), and in particular, that ‘21 C= ‘1;r . Hut then 5 C Yi, by Lemma 5.4. 
Since !?J contains a subgroup of tvpe (9, q, q), the lemma follows in this case. 
So assume that ‘vr does not centralize O,(5). Since p . > r/, this implies that 
O,(g) is noncyclic. If $, contained a subgroup 3 of -9(p), then ;5- would 
centralize O,,(.%j) by Lemma 6.5. Since O,,(sj) is noncyclic, some element 
,O of O,,(g)# centralizes an element of “//(q). Hut then C(Q) would contain 
an element of ‘Z(q) and an clement of .P(p), contrary to Lemma 6.6. Thus 
&?i(‘$i) A $j has order 1 or p for all (8 in -‘/%,&“.&p). 
h‘ow let 3 E ‘&(‘J.J) and set ‘& = C,,(%). Since ‘& contains a subgroup 
O, of type (p, p, p), ~a -J ain $$$ is noncyclic. If $ does not centralize 
O,(G), let Q be a subgroup of O,(s) of minimal order which is normalized, 
but not centralized by Ea and set $ -: ker (E, -+ Aut 2). Then by (3.11) of 
F.T., go ;’ 1. On the other hand, if @a centralizes O,(G), set Ea = tie . Then 
C&J contains %, E, , and correspondingly 0 or O,(S). Since Q or O,,(s) 
admits a nontrivial p-automorphism and since p ’ (I, it follows from Lemma 
8.5 of F.T. that C or O,(s) contains a subgroup of type (q, q, 9). Rut then 
C&J contains subgroups of both types (p, p, p) and (9, q, q), andp E Z-,,(C(@,)). 
Since C(E,,) also contains the element ‘13 of @d(q), we see that C($) is greater 
in our ordering than 9, contrary to our maximal choice of 9. 
\Ve can now complete the proof of Theorem 2 as follows. Assume p > q, 
and let the notation be as above. Then by Lemma 6.8, %, contains an element- 
ary subgroup E of order q3, to which we can apply the results of Lemma 6.7. 
As in Lemma 6.7, ‘0 is an &,-subgroup of 31, , 5 = NJi,(B), 5 contains $ 
and 0, and ‘pi m: pn O,,,(sj) = O,(s). Furthermore, D is an S,-subgroup 
of (r containing E‘, B E g(d), E, = C,(B) has order q2 and contains 
Q, = Q,(z(d)). Finally the element Y of E# which satisfies Lemma 6.7 (ii) is 
not contained in Ei . 
Now Q, does not centralize $r , otherwise Lemma 6.6 would be violated 
in C(QJ. Since ‘$& is generated by its subgroups CU,(E) with E in Et, we 
can find an element B in E1# such that Q, does not centralize CQ1(E). Then 
C(E) contains %E and a p-subgroup which is normalized by E, but not 
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centralized by Q, . Among all subgroups si of 8 containing BE and a p-sub- 
group which is normalized by &, but not centralized by Qn, , and such that 
4 E n,(g), choose R so that j R lri is maximal, and subject to this condition, 
minimize / R /4, . If % denotes an S,,, -subgroup of S(R) normalized by ‘HE-, 
then Yi 4 fi by CI,,R in S(R) and the minimality of I R i4. . Let C* be 
an S,-subgroup of 6 such that Q* n R is an S,-subgroup of R and such that 
‘9% s a*. Set G;” = iL*n Or,,,(%). Then R = O,(R) N,+(Q,*) by Sylow’s 
theorem. Now % centralizes O,,(R) by Lemma 6.1. From this it follows that 
N,;(Qi+) contains a p-subgroup which is normalized by E, and not centralized 
i3y Qn,; for if this were not the case, .R would not contain such a subgroup. 
Thus si = N.a(QT) by the minimality of 1 Si I,,. , and consequently a: 4 R 
On the other hand, S* n 3 is an S,-subgroup of N(C,*) by the maximality of 
/!d In, But novv a,* contains an element 9I* of .V’&Va(Q*) by Lemma 
3.4, and we conclude from Lemma 5.4 that si c N(Z(%*)) where 
‘?;* = V(cc&(%*); a*). It follows at once from our maximal choice of 
/ 9 i4 that C* c R. 
Since EC?* or ~1, Q* centralizes O,(R) = O,(s). Thus 
O,,,(H) = O,@) x 0,(-q. 
E’e must have Q,$ O,(W), otherwise Q, would centralize any p-subgroup 
of R normalized by E. Kow Y does not centralize V$ and hence 3 = (Y, %) 
is nonabelian of order q3 with center Q, . Since Q,$ O,(R), it follows that 
,Sn O,(s) = I. Since 1 Jn 0 / := $, we conclude that [ E:n O,(R) j < 2. 
Kow let ‘JJO be a p-subgroup of R of minimal order which is normalized, 
but not centralized by E. Then 0 acts trivially on D(vO) and irreducibly on 
9, := \l-olD(vo). Let E,, = ker (E - Aut $,,). Then @ = E/E, is cyclic. 
Kow E is represented faithfully and irreduciblv on Q,, regarded as a vector 
space over GF@). Since p Y 1 (mod 4) hy Lemma 6.7 (i), the irreducible 
representations of E on a vector space over GF(p) are all one-dimensional. 
Hence ! go 1 = p, and consequently !& is cyclic. ‘I’hus 1 q. j -p by our 
minimal choice of ‘$$, .
Since Q* centralizes O,(R), & $ O,(R). On the other hand, since KI 
is y-constrained, and O,(H) is an S,-subgroup of O,,,,(R), C,(O,(W))E 
O,,,,(R). Thus $J3 is faithfully represented as a subgroup of Aut O,(s). Let 
L1,3 = C(O-,)n O,(R). Since ‘J& = ‘J.& ;: &a, it follows from Lemma 3.7 
that ‘Q,, is faithfully represented as a subgroup of Aut U,, . Furthermore, since 
0 is abelian, Q, is invariant under E. Now by Lemma 8.2 of F.T., Q, possesses 
a characteristic subgroup K* of class at most 2 on which ‘&, is represented 
as a group of automorphisms. Choose K to be an &invariant subgroup of E* 
of minimal order on which VP0 is represented faithfully. Then clearly 
K = Q,(K), and since c1(0) < 2 and p is odd, K is regular and thus has 
exponent q. Also if cl(B) = 2, ‘@, centralizes Z(0). 
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Suppose first that cl(&) :-. 2. Let X be a subgroup of order y in 8 tit,. 
Apply Lemma 3.6 with <X, ‘l&, ‘) in the role of sj and K in the role of ‘u to 
obtain that C,(X) is noncyclic. But as ($, centralizes K:, C,(X) = C,(E), and 
hence C,(E) is noncyclic. But Li GO,)(R) and I En OJR) I ’ q. Since K 
has exponent q, it follows that E is contained in an elementary subgroup of 
EK of order q’, contrary to Lemma 6.7 (iii). 
So assume that K is abelian. As [$,, , @! n K] is a p-group as well as a y-group 
[$$, an K] = 1, and hence tin E$ [q,, , ti]. By our minimal choice of 
K, K ~: [qO , K], and consecluently Kn (5 mm- 1. But Lr (1 W; hence C,(E) f I. 
It follows that &! is contained in an elementary subgroup of t&X of order y’, 
and Lemma 6.7 (iii) again yields a contradiction. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
VII. AN I?'-THEOREM 
In this section we shall prove the following result, corresponding to 
Theorem 20.1 of F.T. 
'Ih~0REhl 3. Let (5 he a simple group which is {p, q)-tame .for two primes p 
and q in 7~~ . Then 6 satisfies IT;,,, . 
The proof is by contradiction. 
LEMMA 7.1. Either an SD-subgroup of 8 normalizes, but does not centralize 
some q-subgroup of 6, or an SO-subgroup of 6 normaEkes but does not centralize 
some p-subgroup of 6. 
Proof. Theorem 2 implies this lemma at once. 
For definiteness, e-e assume that an S,,-subgroup $! of (5 normalizes, but 
does not centralize some nonidentity q-subgroup D, of 6, which we may take 
to be a maximal element in vI(Q; q). Set $5i = N(D,), let D be an S,,,-sub- 
group of S($jJ normalized by ‘)\, and set 5 = N,,(n). Since 9, = S(&) 6, 
D is an S,,,- subgroup of S($j). Let Q* be an S,-subgroup of $J such that 
O*n 2 is permutable with $J, and let Q be an S,-subgroup of 8 contain- 
ing a*. 
LEMMA 7.2. &($I,)& 1. 
Proof. Suppose O,(g) = 1. Then p $ +0,!(g)), and hence by the maxi- 
mal choice of a, , a, is an S,,-subgroup of O,J,,(~), and hence Q* is an 
S,-subgroup of sj, . But then Lemma 3.4 implies that D, contains every 
element of ~Y?W”a@). Hence by Lemma 5.4, ~j G 91, = N(Z(%)), 
‘11 = V(ccZ&l); a), ‘21 E .Y’%W,(C1). Thus 91, contains ‘p as well as a. 
Furthermore by condition (V) in the definition of p-tame, p E n&X1). Thus 
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8, possesses an ?&,-subgroup by C,,,,, in S(%,). FVe conclude that 6 
satisfies EilSa . Since we are arguing by contradiction, the lemma follo\vs. 
Set \& .:= O,(h) and Wt = N(‘$$). 
IJ~~ru.4 7.3. Let R, be a nontriuiai abelian q-subgroup of 6 such that 
R = C(A,) contains U*‘& . Then .9* is an S,-subgroup of 4. 
Proof. \Ve first show that a* is an S,,-subgroup of!lJJJ1. If &, == 3 n O,,~,&lJl), 
then y\,q, is a p’-group, and it follo\vs from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 that 
0, 5 O,,QJu1). Since Q, is a maximal clement in M( $; q), I, is an S,-subgroup 
of 0,,@1), so that 9J1 = O&Jr) N,,);(C,) by Sylow’s theorem. Since LI* is an 
S,-subgroup of I\i(Q,) and Q*E ‘9X, the desired conclusion follows. 
Set CT = ~*<n O,.,,,($,). 1Ve shall show that ‘13, is a maximal element of 
VI,,(Q,*; p). Since C* n 2 is an S,-subgroup of P, a* n 2 is an S,-sub- 
group of S(&); hence @G Q*n 2 and O,* is an S,,-subgroup of O,,,,(&). 
Since ‘$I == O,(Q) = O,(D), we see that +& E $,(O,*; p). Now let ‘1;* be a 
maximal element of I$,,(G:; p) containing ‘& and set $,* = $* n O,,($,). 
Then r$%*Q,*s pf, and consequently $* = $~C,*(O~). Since @I := N(Q,) 
and @ is q-constrained, it follows that C,l(cT) _C S(&). Rut then 
C,*(C,*) G 0,,($31) by Lemma 1.2.3 of [5], and we conclude that 
‘$! * 5 O,.(&). On the other hand, ‘p n O,,.(&) G O,(5) = ‘$$ . Furthermore, 
\qn O,.(&) is an S,-subgroup of O,,($,) since \v is an S,-subgroup of & . 
5 * = 5 1 1s an SD-subgroup of O,.(&). Thus sQ1 ;hyrv;; ;eon;;t’f&y (u 
, . 
“p, 
*. L , as asserted. 
This result has several c&e$ences. First of all, set a, = a*n O,.,( D). 
ThenQ is an S,-subgroup ofO,,,(a). Since QF = G.*n O,,,,(&) G O,,,(D), 
we have a: E Q, . Furthermore, $I E VI&&; p) since $Y$ Q a. It follows, 
therefore, from the preceding argument that \pl is a maximal element of 
&(a,; p). Next let !& be a maximal element of VI&&; p) containing ?-\, . 
Since a, G O,(D), we have Q, c f& . But we have shown above that 
Q, G 0,@1). This implies that CI, centralizes ‘$&, and hence that &, 5 %il = 
N(Q). Thus vn E M,,(Q,; p), whence $ = $$ . \Ye conclude that $I1 is a 
maximal element of H,,(Q,;p). Since a, normalizes some S,,-subgroup of 
0,.(‘1J1) containing 13, , it also follows that <@I is an S,-subgroup of O&R). 
We turn now to the proof of the lemma. Suppose false, and let R, be a 
nontrivial q-subgroup of 6 such that 51 = C(R,) contains a*$$ and such 
that Q* is not an S,-subgroup of si. Among all subgroups 2 of R containing 
a*!& and such that B* is not an S,-subgroup of I, choose % in such a way 
that 1 S(2) Ig is maximal, and subject to this condition, minimize / Z IQ. . 
By the minimality of Z, an S,,, -subgroup % of S(X) is normal in 2. Set 
Xl = O,,(Z) and TZ = O,(2), so that X1 x & = F(!!). 
We first show that %I E ‘8,. Suppose false. Then 2, f 1. If 2: = 
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NX1 (X1 n $$) then Z:Q*?), is a group. \Ye let 2 *,/xl n q\, bc a chief factor of 
r$!*‘& with 2* c ?1 . Then ‘p, centralizes 2*/X, n !& , and it follows that 
T* normalizes !& . Thus ‘X* G !M. But then ?*$J, E Q,;(O,; p), contrary to 
the fact that ‘v1 is a maximal element of &,(C,, p). 
ijT:e shall show next that 1, G O*. Bv definition, Q* is an S,-subgroup of 
N(c,). Since Q*Cl(a,) is a y-subgroup of N(G,), we have C- (Q,) c C*. -2 
Hence [C,,,(U,), $,j E 1, n [G*, qtJ s 2, n vi : I. ‘I’hus ‘1;1 centralizes 
C,2(U,). S&e $@,C, ~ T$ :,: G, q we can therefore apply Lemma 3.7 to 
conclude that ‘J.$ centralizes 2, . But no\\ z:.’ E C($$) 5: W, and consequently 
X,0* is a q-subgroup of W. Since we have shown above that I=* is an S,-sub- 
group of W, it follows that I, G Q*. 
\T:e prove next that Q, c ‘J1. If 1 is solvable, this clearly holds, for then 
:l{ z- ?. So assume 2 is nonsolvable, in which case SD*‘& = 2, is a proper 
subgroup of ?. ..‘mce % c x,, , ~ S(l,) i,, ;> : S(l) 1,) . It follows therefore 
from our choic? of Z that C* is an S,-subgroup of 1,, . Hence 
i& = \2’ n O,,,(S) is an S,,-subgroup of O,,,,(si). On the other hand, it 
follo\vs from our maxima1 choice of ! S(X) /(, that ‘31 contains an S,,-sub- 
group !R, of O,J.,(R), and consequently !R, G O,,,,,(S). Since .Q = C(R,) 
and A is q-constrained, C(X,) is solvable. But now some conjugate of ‘X0 is 
contained in 0, , and hence C(E&) is solvable. But y’$@,, is a p-group since 
U, c Q*, and it follows now from Lemma 3.5 that $ E 0,~ (2). Thus +, C- !R 
as asserted. 
\Vc now prove that C, E 1,. \Ve have shown above that 1, E $$ and that 
‘$1 centralizes 2, . Hence Z(!&) cr C(Z, ,; z2) =: C(F(:R)). Since ‘& G !R 
and since Csl(F(R)) = Z(F(%)), it follows that Z($&) E F(S), whence 
Z(‘13,) c Zl . Thus K = C,(?,) c N(Z(‘1)J). Since ?I E $I , 0, G 6, and since 
6 is p-constrained, Lemma 3.3 implies that Q, c KA O,,(N(Z(q,))), trhence 
8, E O,(C). Since O,(K) char I?- ~1 7, C, C: Xz , as asserted. 
Finallv consider Cl(?,). Since G,G 1, , CL(l?)& Q1 =m N(Q). NO\\- 'l$ , 
by its definition, is an S,,-subgroup of O,(&). Since ‘& centralizes 2, , 
$I 2 O,,(&)n Cz(&). Since an S,,,,,-subgroup of S(T) is normal in 1. 
it follows at once that ‘I\, & O,(Cz(~,)) ,.r-] 2, and consequently ‘& G 2, . 
Thus $, : 2, , and hence Y C-W. Since E* IS an S,,-subgroup of :Ui, the 
lemma follows. 
\Vc now proceed to establish l’heorem 3. I,et 21 t .(/‘%.,1 ‘,(a) and set 
91* ~7 %n U*. Suppose 3t* 7 ‘(1. \Ve have shown in the preceding lemma that 
v1 is an S,,-subgroup of OQJ(N(@),)), and hence ‘& is a maximal element of 
M(YI; p) h\; Lemma 4.1, Hence by Corollary 4.1, N(q,) contains an S,-sub- 
group of 6 as well as an S,,-subgroup of 6. We conclude as in the proof of 
Lemma 7.2 that 6 satisfies I?;,,] . Hence \ve may assume that BI* C 91. 
\\:ith the aid of Lemma 7.3 and the results of the preceding sections, the 
following statements are established exactly as in the proof of Theorem 20.1 
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of F.T.: a, is elementary, j a, / Y, q, %*n Q, = I, 9I* centralizes a, , 
?I* contains Z(Q) and also contains an element of %(a). Since yQ,‘lI*” = 1 
(Q, = Q* n Oq,,,,(g)) and 6 is g-stable, it also follows that ?I* G Q . We 
remark that the fact that 1 a, 1 :- q depends upon Lemma 5.3. This is the 
only place in the paper in which this lemma is used. 
Since ‘II* centralizes a, and 0, >: $$ I= F(‘i?), it follows that \11* is faith- 
fully represented on vi . 1Ye proceed now as in F.T. to show that for each 
element Z in Z(a)#, there exists a p-subgroup $5(Z) in vI(YI; p) which is not 
centralized by Z. Since %* is faithfully represented on Y& , we can deter- 
mine, for each 2 in Z(C)#, a subgroup $(Z) of v, which is normalized, but 
not centralized by Z, but which is centralized by an element E f I of YI*, 
where E is contained in an element of >#(a). Set ti -:: C(E), and let c be an 
S,-subgroup of (L: containing on K. Since 1 d : cn K ~ < q, &;ZJG = I. 
If d, = fin O,,,,(Li), then &(a,) is solvable by Lemma 3.3. Since 6 is 
q-stable, it follows that Z E O,/,,(K). This implies that 2 does not centralize 
q(Z)n O,(K). No\?; by our choice of B, K contains 91 and it follows that an 
?I-invariant S,-subgroup 5(Z) of O,(K) satisfies the required conditions. 
But now Theorem 1 implies that if $8 is a maximal element of vI(a; p), 
then Z(U) is faithfully represented on $8. Let 5, -2 N(‘$), let 5 be an S,,,,- 
subgroup of S(&) normalized by L1 and set 5 = N<;,(s). It follows that 
O,(s) = 1, in contradiction to Lemma 7.2 with p and q interchanged. 
VIII. PROOF OF THEOREM A\ 
A’e need a few preliminary lemmas, the first of which will also he used in 
Section IX. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let 6 be a simple group which is p-tame ,for some prime p 
in Z-~ . Let $3 be an SD-subgroup of 8 and let $ be a proper subgroup of 8 con- 
taining ‘Q such that S(a) # 1. Suppose that $I contains an S,-subgroup of 6 
for someprime q # p. Then any p-invariant S,-subgroup of O,!(s) is a maximal 
element of vI($J; q). 
Proof. Let ‘II E P??M.a(1)). If M(91; p) is trivial, then certainly I4((p; q) 
is trivial. Since $8 normalizes an A’,-subgroup of O,,($j), the lemma clearly 
holds in this case. We may therefore assume that M(%; q) is nontrivial. Fur- 
thermore, O,(s) # 1 for a prime Y since S(B) # 1. It follows therefore from 
assumption (17) in the definition of p-tame groups that @n S(N(O,(sj))) -f 1. 
Since 5 s N(O,.($)), this implies that p n S(s) # 1. Thus p E ~~(5). 
We shall first show that q E rr(O,($)), so assume the contrary. Set 
% = V(ccZ&I); 13). Then C$(B) G C,(%). Hence if Q, is an S,-subgroup 
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of C,( ?1), then U, E M,(n[; s), and G, c O,,,(5) by Lemma 4.1. Thus 17~ 
our assumption, c1, = 1, and hence 9 @ n(C,(%)). Furthermore, since 
P 6 %(%), $1 E O,l,,,,(%) by L emma 5.5. Since 9 $ n(O,,($)), it follows 
therefore from Sylow’s theorem that N,(?r) contains an S,-subgroup ?I of 
9. By hypothesis, c! is an A’,,-subgroup of 6. 
Now set 3, = N(Z(‘13)). Then % 5 O,,,,,(%,) by Lemma 5.5, and con- 
sequently %, = O,Q$) N( 93) by 3.71 k’> ow’s theorem. Since Q normalizes %, 
Q n O,,(!X,) G C,( ‘23), and hence Gn O,,(!&) = 1. But z? is an S,-subgroup 
of !U, ) and hence Cn O,,+i,) is an S,,-subgroup of O,&). It follows that 
4 e ~(OAW). 
Finally let 0, be a maximal element of M(91; 9) normalized by v. Since 
VI(%; Q) is nontrivial, Corollary 4.2 implies that U, # 1. Furthermore, by 
Lemma 4.2, Yi, -7~ 0,,(9;,) (%,A !II), where 91 = N(a,). Since q 6 Z-(O,(%,)), 
‘Xl/\ ‘3 contains an A’,-subgroup h of 91, , and for the same reason, 
6 n O,,,(y$ n 3) = 1. Since 6 n O,(%) G 0,,(9& n X), it follows that 
fin O&X) = 1. But dn 0,+X) is an S,,-subgroup of 0,+X) as ?=? is an 
S,-subgroup of 6. This contradicts the fact that a, G 0,+X) and C, 1-e 1. 
Thus r/ E n(O,]j($)), as asserted. 
Set G* = an O,,(Jj). Then Q* 7 1 and Q* is an S,-subgroup of O,,(Q). 
Replacing B by a conjugate, if necessary, we may assume that q normalizes 
UT. We shall now show that C;* is, in fact, a maxima1 element of M(‘Q; q). 
Set R =~ N(G*). Then sj = O,,,($) ($n a) by Sylow’s theorem, and Q C si. 
Hence cn O,,(Q) c O,,,(5), and consequently 2n O,,(J~) == O*. Since 
nn O,,,(R) is an S,?-subgroup of O,,(R), we conclude that O* is an S,,-sub- 
group if O,,(H). 
iKow let a,* be a maximal element of VI(v; Q) containing 6*. Then 
Uz -7. N,-; (a*) C .R, and Uz is invariant under ‘$. Since 42 C 6 and A 3 g, 
U$z O,,,(R) by Lemma 4.1. Since 6” G GT and O* is an S,l-subgroup of 
O,(n), Q: = C*; we conclude at once that-D* = al* is a maximal element 
of VI(<q; q), and the lemma follows. 
~dEMM.l 8.2. Let 6 he a simple ,group which is {p, q)-tame fo?’ two pri???es p 
and q in 7r3 , and let $3, bl be two .S:,,p-subgyoups of B. [f 9, TI, denote S,l,,-stlb- 
groups of S(Q) and S(&) respectively, then F( 2) atid F( zl) are conjugate. 
Proof. By definition of an S’,.,,-subgroup, B <:I S(G), 2, .3 S(.&), 
p, q E T( Do), and p, q E T( 3J. Since IT\ f I, either O,(D) 4 1 or O,( 3) f 1. 
For definiteness, assume that O,(E) + 1. Let ‘@ be an S,-subgroup of $. 
RepIacing $ by a suitable conjugate, we may assume without loss that 
$3 C & . Since O,(D), O,( 33,) are S,-subgroups of O,!(z), O,,(a,), respcc- 
tively, it follows from the preceding lemma that both arc maximal elements 
of VI(‘Q; q). Hence by Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 1 there exists an element 
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G, in Q such that O,(D,‘1) = O,(D). 5’ k mce ‘$‘I and $1, are S,,-subgroups 
of 8, and each is contained in N(O,(%)), there exists an element G, in 
N(O,(D)) such that $8 ‘1’2 = $. Setting G = G,G, , we see that O,(%,‘) 
= O,(B) and that ‘$ C .$r’. Thus without loss we may assume that 
sj,” = 3jj, ) and hence that O,(‘D,) = O,(a). 
Set R = N(O,(D)). Then both 9 and $i are contained in R. Let Q be an 
S,-subgroup of .$ Since B is an S,-subgroup of 6 and O,(z) E M(D; p), 
OXD)s O,,,(R) by Lemma 4.1. But by the preceding lemma applied to sj, 
O,(D) is a maxima1 element of M(Q;p). Since Q normalizes some S,,-sub- 
group of O,,(a) containing O,(D), we conclude that O,(D) is an S,,-sub- 
group of O,(s). Similarly O,,(Q is an SD-subgroup of O&R). Thus there 
exists an element X in O,(R) such that OD(%l)X = O,(D). But 
F(D) = O,(B) x O,(a) and F(D),) = O,(Di) x O,(i?,). Since 
O,(a) = O,( n,,) and X normalizes 0,,( ‘o), F(%,)X = F(D), complet- 
ing the proof. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let 6 be a simple group which is r-tame for some set ofprimes 
Q- in nTT3 consisting of at least tz>o elements, and assume that 8 satisfies EC . Let 
$), $jj, be two Si-subgroups of 6, and let D, 33, be S,-subgroups of S(B), S(&) 
respectively. Then for any p in 7, O,(D) is corzjugate to O,(DI) and O,( 3) is 
corzjugate to O,,( 3,). Furthermore, F(D) is conjugate to F( a,). 
Proof. If T consists of two primes, the lemma follows immediately from 
Lemma 8.2. Hence we may assume that 7 consists of at least 3 primes. \Ve 
proceed by induction on 7. If 7 = (pi , p, , ..*, p,}, set 7i = 7 - pj. Suppose 
first that F(z), F( %i) are each $,-groups. In this case, O,;(z) = I and 
O,,;( a,) = 1. Hence O,(( D) = 1 and O,,r( D,,) = 1 for all i = 2, 3, ..*, n. We 
may assume withoutloss that $ and $i both contain the same S,l-subgroup Q3, 
of 6. If $1 E .Y’Wf, (s@,), it follows from Lemma 3.4 that 91 s F(z) and 
?I E F( a,). Hence 5 and sj, both lie in ?Rn, = N(Z( %)), where% =V(ccl&‘u);!&), 
by Lemma 5.4. Let a be an S,-subgroup of 9 for q in or . Since f~ is an S,-sub- 
group of ic and B normalizes F(B), it follows from Lemma 4.1 that 
F( 3) c O,&). Since this holds for each q in pi , we see that F(a) c O,;(r&). 
But, by definition of 5, ‘&n O,;(%,) E O,,(D). Since F( 2) = ODl( 3) under 
the present assumptions, we conclude that ‘vi n O,l(n,) = F(D). Similarly 
‘@r n O,;(s$) = F( D,,), and hence F( 3) -= F( ai). Furthermore, O,;( 3) and 
O,,:(D,) lie in O,;(%,) f or all i > 1 by Lemma 4.1. On the other hand, it 
follows from Lemma 8.1 that O,:(D) and O,( Di) are each S, -subgroups of , 
O,;(%,). Thus O,;(D) and O,:(Di) are conjugate in !Jll for all i > 1. Since 
O,(D) = O,( a,,) = 1, the lemma follows in this case. 
Suppose nixt that F(D) is a pi-group, but that F( D,) is not. Let 
9 E +(W), cz + P, . Then M((V,; q) is nontrivial. Since $ contains an 
S,-subgroup of 6, it follows from Lemma 8.1 that O,;(g) contains a maximal 
7 
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element U* of VI(!&; q), and that a* -6 I. Since qE TV, il* E O,;(D). But 
O,;(D) = 1, since F(D) is a p,-group, and we reach a contradiction. 
Hence we may suppose that neither F(D) nor F( a,) is of prime power 
order. Set m, = ! On.,($) /, m; = / Orjt(,i,) /, i = I, 2, .... II. Let IX, , :H; 
be S,d-subgroups of S(B), S(&) respectively, i = 1, 2, ..., n, and set 
P, = N&Q, 2: = N&R:), i = 1, 2, ..., n. Then by K7 in S(sj), S(sj,), 
91Hi , %I are S, -subgroups of S(&), S(Z;) respectively, and Y, ,gi are S:L-suh- 
groups of (G.&Hence if 5, m= F(,H,) and 8; = F(R;), it follows by induction 
that there exists, for each i, an element G, in (5 such that 2:“t = 5, . Set 
q -L gjjpi, i z 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Suppose 0, (R,) n O,,(D) = 1 for some i, j, i # j. Now if E is an S,-sub- 
group of 5 for’q in 7, then an O,,,,(D) = Q1 #- 1 since q E n( 3). Further- 
more, C,(D,) is solvable by Lemma 3.3. Since C,(D) s Cs(O,), we see that 
C,(Z) is solvable. Hence C&F(Z)) is solvable by Lemma 3.2. Since 
C,(F( 5)) c F( ‘D), it follows that F(Z) contains an S,-subgroup of C$(F( 2)). 
Thus O,,~(S$), which is contained in $, is faithfully represented on F(P). 
Let ‘p, be an S,,-subgroup of L), . Since til”t and & are both contained in 
N&), there exists an element -Yi in N(&,) such that Z~c~X~ contains %I, . 
Hence without loss, we may assume that &‘I, and consequently also R, , 
contains q, . Thus Ov,(!$) and O,,(,) m are each normal subgroups of $, . 
Since they arc disjoint, ODl(Wj) centralizes O,,(B). Furthermore, O,,(&) 
clearly lies in 3: , so that O,,,(R,) c z, . But zi contains O,,(a) for all k YE i, 
and hence O,,(W,) centralizes O,,J 3) f or all k # i. Since O,,(R,) is faithfully 
represented on F(D), w-e conclude that O,,(RJ is faithfully represented on 
0, (Do). It follows therefore from Lemma 5.2 of F.T. that WZ: .< m, . Simi- 
larlv m, 5: mi . If for all i, ,j, 1 .<, i, .j z:. n, i =I ,j, it were true that 
o,,.(q.)n 0, (-5) -I I, it would follow that ~2: < m, :< m: for all i, i, and 
heice that W$ = mj = I for all i, i. But this is not possible, since P is a 
solvable normal 7-subgroup of $ and 2, -!- I. 
Hence we may assume without loss that Q -= O,,,(H,) n O,,Jlj) F 1. 
As in the preceding paragraph, we ma); also assume that G, is chosen SO 
that Pi’*, and hence also R, , contains an S’,I-subgroup ?& of 5. Let a, ~~7 ZJ (‘1, 
so that T2 is an S,-subgroup of S(!kJ and Z$ 4 R, _ Since -5 and RZ contain 
S,-subgroups of Q for each Q in 7, it follows from Lemma 8.1 that O,;( 2) 
and O,;( DJ both contain masimal elements of VI($,; q) for each q in 71 . 
NOM. set 2 -7 N(5&). Since a,, centralizes each of the groups O,;(ZJ, 
O,;(P), and since D,, <I ‘& , we have (O,,;(D,), O,;(a), ‘qlj c 9. Further- 
more, since $$ normalizes 0 (30) and O,;( a,), Lemma 4. I implies that 
O,;(P) and O,;( D,,) both lie %I O,;(e). Since O,,;(a) contains a maximal 
element of Vl(c$,; q) for each y in 7, , O,,;( 30) is necessarily an S,l-subgroup 
of O,;(Q); and the same is true of 0.r,;(7\2). But then O,;(%,) and O,;(s) are 
conjugate by CT1 in O,;(c). W’e conclude from this that O,;(D,) and O,;(D) 
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are conjugate in 6. Hence without loss of generality, we may assume that 
01,;(%) = o&4. 
We can now easily complete the proof of the lemma. If p E or , then 
O,,( 2) = O,(O,;( 3)) and O,( D,) = O,(O,;( a,)). Since O,;( %) = O,;( T,) 
by assumption, it follows that O,( 9) m= O,(%,) for every p in 7, . Set 
JL = N(O,;(D)), so that sj and $, both lie in 91. Note that since F(D) is not 
a p,-group, O,,;( 9) f 1, and hence 3i C 6. Since some conjugate of .$i by 
an element of YL contains an SDI-subgroup of $, we may assume that .Z, and $7, 
contain the same SD1-subgroup $r(l of 6. Since *Ji contains an S,-subgroup of 
CC, for each q in pi , it follovvs once again from Lemma 4.1 that O,J 3) c O,;(%) 
for each q in or, and hence that O,,(B) s O,;( 91). But since 9 g W, 
pin O,;$!li) c O,1(D). Thus $Jrn O,;$!!t) -= O,J Do). Similarly we have 
$?i n O,;(%) := ODl(D,), and consequently OP1(D) = 0,,(5Q. \Ye 
conclude that O,(B) = O,( %r) for all p in 7. In particular, it follows that 
F(E) = F(q). 
It remains to show that O,;(D) and O,,;( DJ are conjugate for any j = 1, 
2, ..., n. Let ‘8, be an S,,-subgroup of 5. It follows once again from Lemmas 
4.1 and 8.1 that O,;(D) and O,;( a,) are both contained in O,;(n) and that 
each is an S,?-subgroup of Op;((X). Thus O,;(D) and O,;(%?,) are conjugate 
in O,@), and the lemma is proved. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem A. In view of Theorem 3, 
\ve may assume that 7 consists of at least 3 primes. Arguing by induction, 
we may assume that 6 contains a proper Si-subgroup for every proper 
subset~of~.If~={pl,pz,~~~,p~},set~i=~-piand~,j=~ -pi--p,, 
i #j. Let 6? be an Si,-subgroup of 6, and let lrzij -= / ODz(Sj) j, i #.j. By 
Lemma 8.3, mij depends only on i and j and not upon the choice of the Si,- 
subgroup Si . 
Let ‘$, be an S,,-subgroup of 6, and let 07, s: be S:,- and Sii-subgroups 
of 6 containing s& , i f j f k # i. Let Dj, be an S,Ib-subgroup of S(G;) 
normalized by ‘vi . Then it follows from CTj,, in S( ST) that XIA = NZy( P j,,) 
is an S:,t-sul~group of 6 and that Zj, contains ‘Qi . Similarly 6: contains an 
S:,, -subgroup Zik containing ‘1-1, . Now by Lemma 8.3, O,;(Z;,)” = O,;(T,,) 
for some element G in 6. Since !l3: and vi are each S,,-subgroups 
of N(OD;(Zjk)), we may assume that G is chosen so that ‘pp = ‘$?i. Hence 
replacing S,* bv a conjugate, if necessary, we may assume that 
O&,) = O&cjfJ. 
Let yij = O,,(ZF) and qjr, = ODi(G,*). We shall prove that the assump- 
tion piin ‘Qjk = 1 implies that mij < mik . For simplicity we assume that 
i =: 1, j = 2, k = 3. Let Dj be an S,,-subgroup of S(G,*), j = 2, 3. By 
definition of G,*, Dj u 6:. Let zi = F(Dj). Wow if a is an S,-subgroup of 
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O,,I,O(%a) for any q in 73 , then C,;(Q) IS solvable bv Lemma 3.3. Hence 
CE;(%a) is solvable, and consequently CG$;Ya) is solvable by Lemma 3.2. 
Thus C,&Jn VI2 E Do,. But Gd&) c 8,; hence C,;(&) n ‘& 5 ;Ivzc. 
Since &n s$$3 = I by assumption, and gi3 is an S+-subgroup of 3s , ‘$$2 
is represented faithfully on z3 . Let !K be the S,ll-subgroup of 5s . Since $$ 
normalizes !R, % G O,;(&‘a) by Lemma 4.1. But O,;(&) = O,;(l,,) by 
assumption, and hence ‘X C Ez. Since ‘&e <I Gz, yX’q,, is a pr-group. 
However, !J? u Sf, and consequently y*$?!& is a pi-group. We conclude that 
& centralizes %. Furthermore, !Qp,, and ~$$a rc disjoint normal subgroups 
of ‘81 , whence vi2 centralizes \&a. Since $i3 is the S,,-subgroup of & , 
and since ‘@ia is faithfully represented on sa , we see that ‘$i2 must be faith- 
fully represented on &a , the SP2-subgroup of ;Iya. Now Lemma 5.2 of F.T. 
yields the desired conclusion mi2 < maa . 
If $,,n $?,; = 1 for all i, j, k, the preceding argument shows that 
mzj < ~2,~ for all i, j, k, i # j # k f i. P ermuting i, j, k cyclically, we have 
qj ,< fn,/< Cl mki < m,, . Since the integers m,,, , m,,i. , mki are pairwise 
relatively prime, it follows that rnTj = 1 for all i, j, i f j. But this is impos- 
sible, since 3j is a solvable normal S.-subgroup of G,? and I), # 1. Hence 
some ‘$(,n $@,lc # I. For definiteness, assume $&an !Qrs f I, and set 
3 123 = qlrn VI3 . Then I! -:-- ($, , O,,;(%,,), O,,;(%s)) is a proper subgroup 
of 6 normalizing Q3 . Since O,,;(Q) and O,;( 9,) are normalized by $$ , 
they lie in O,;(8) by Lemma 4. I. Thus 2 possesses a normal pi-complement. 
Let !lJl be a ‘$,-invariant S,l-subgroup of O,;(e) containing O,;(%o,). Since 
any two such subgroups are conjugate by an element of O,;(e)n C(v,), 
O1,;(DD,)x G 9Jl for some element X in O,;(i?)n C(‘&). Furthermore, by 
Lemma 8.1 applied to the groups S,* and Ez, O,;(Z,) contains a maximal 
element of VI(‘Q,; pi), i = 3, 4, ..., n and O,,;(Zz) contains a maximal element 
of VI($i; p,), i T 2, 4, 5, ..., II. It follows at once that 9J1 = 0,;(3?,) O,,$E,)“. 
Suppose first that 911 f I. We shall prove that N (!JJ1) contains an S,-sub- 
group of 6. Let 9331, , !JJ& , ..., ‘JJI,, be a Sylow system of 9Jt normalized by ‘& , 
and set j y.lIi 1 = pzP~ . Also set 1 6 I,,> -m p,f, . Let VI E -Y”c’.kPa($$) and set 
% = V(ccl,(X); ‘1-I,). Since !lJl, is a maximal element of I!l(c&; p,), YJJl! is 
conjugate to an S,,,-subgroup of O,,;(E,*), j = 2 ot 3, by Lemma 8.1. 
Now pi E n,?(G,*) and hence % G O,;,D1(Sy) by Lemma 5.5. Thus 
-* = O,,( 5:) NG-( 93) by Sylow’s theorem. Furthermore, C,:( %‘ ) c C,~+f), 
zd conslquently an S, -subgroup of Czj: (%) is contained in O,;(Gy) by 
Lemma 4.1. Since 6:’ contains an S,z-subgroup of 6 and since an 
S,,,-subgroup of O,;(Gy) has order p,“d, it follows that / Np*( %) : Cz;( $21) 1Ir, 
= p,r*4, . We conclude that j N(%) : C( $1) / > p,‘cpPl for all i’= 2, 3, ..., n. 
NOW set ~1, = N@(s)). Then % 5 0,;,,,(91,) by Lemma 5.5, and hence 
‘~1, .= O,(%,) N(%) by Sylow’s theorem. Thus if 6 is a coset of O,;(m,) in 
‘31, K contains an element N of 91(B). b ‘ince ‘JJli is a maximal element of 
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VI(vl; p,), it f o 11 ows from Theorem I and Corollary 4.4 that ‘J)l,“m~l ==!)I&‘. ,
i = 2, 3, ..., n, where each Ci E C((ri). Set si = <‘pi ,W, C, , ..., C,,). Then R 
is a proper subgroup of 6 since R centralizes Z&an Z((1’i) # 1. Since 
C(a) = !!I >< Do, where T, is a pi-group, and since Wi is %-invariant, we may 
assume that each Ci E 2. But then 9.R and each Ci lie in 0,&R) by Lemma 
4.1. Thus R = O,,;(R) Vi , 
w-‘. N 
and consequently O,;(R) contams both W and 
ow ‘IIt and !U?y~l are each S,l-subgroups of O,;(n) and each is 
“l-invariant, and hence W”~ ’ = !)I)JI’ for some element C in 3. Thus 
C1z: E N(!W). Since Z( 3) G ‘21, C E O,$R,) by Lemma 4.1, and we conclude 
that Yi, = O,;(‘Ji,) 2, where Z pi !)L,n N(W). Sincc‘21 G O,;,,,,(Z) by I,emma 
5.5, it follows now from Sylow’s theorem that YL, -= O,,;$!U,) N,(%). This 
implies that Sii/O,;(‘Ji,) is isomorphic to N,(%);O,,;$‘jl,)n N,( $1) as well as 
to N( ‘2;):‘0,$!1,) n N(s). But O,,;(%,) n N1(9t)~ C,(s) and O,;(%,) n N(%) 
E C(%), and consequently N,( %):C,( Y ) i IS isomorphic to N( %)C( 3). Thus 
I Nx(S)/C1(%) jr,, \p#fl-‘t, i : 2, 3, ..., R. Since NT( ‘2;) n 9.R centralizes 
‘2; ) WC see that 1 ‘: : Z n !l.U ID! ,> pif'-'i , i = 2, 3, ..., rz. But then 
I N(W) i1, = / Z!W III ;z pi” . Since 1 6 ( 
contains an 
= pi,1 , 
S,,-subgroup of Q for all i =‘i, 3, ..., 
n-e conclude that N(W) 
n. Since N(W) also con- 
tains ‘pi , N( !M) contains an S,,-subgroup of Q for all i = I, 2, ..., II. But now 
condition (V) in the definition of p-tame implies that p, E n,(N( W)) for each i. 
Hence if %* denotes an S,-subgroup of S(N(W)) and if sj* = NN(l,Jt)I)(?)X), 
it follows readily that $j* is an S:-subgroup of 6. Thus (5 satisfies 1;; . 
Suppose finally that 9J1 = 1, in which case z8 and ;G3 are each pi-groups. 
By Lemma 3.4, PI G 3, , j = 2, 3 and therefore S,*, St both lie in !)I, by 
Lemma 5.4. It follows at once that 111, contains an S:-subgroup of 6, and 
again 6 satisfies E: . 
IX. PROOFS OF THEOREM B AND THEOREM C 
Theorem B is almost an immediate corollary of Theorem A. For if 6 
is a simple group which is T-tame for some set of primes r in *a , 6 possesses 
an S:-subgroup $ by Theorem A. Let ‘i3 be an S,-subgroup of S(s), so that 
7? -:I -cj and V( 7~) = 7 by definition of sj. Now F( ‘D) is noncyclic, since F(r) 
contains its own centralizer in D and 9 contains an element of .Y’%V,(p) 
for each p in 7. Choose p in 7 so that an S,-subgroup v,, of F(D) is noncyclic, 
and let ‘1, be an S,,-subgroup of sj. Since ‘p,, 4 ‘J3 and is noncyclic, $Jn 
contains a normal subgroup Yi of $$ of type (p, p). Kow by Lemma 8.1, 
O,,,( 3) contains a maximal element $31 of Vr($q; Y) for each Y in 7 ~ p. By 
Lemma 8.9 of F.T., there exists an element 91 of .Y%JV~(!J) containing 8. 
Then by Corollary 4.4, R is a maximal element of M(\U; T). Since !Z? E F(n), 
B centralizes !R. But any two maximal elements of m((rI; Y) are conjugate by an 
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element of C(‘U) by Theorem I, and hence % centralizes every maximal ele- 
ment of VI(X; r). ‘I’hus 23 centralizes ea-cry element of VI((u; Y). Since this 
is true for each r in 7 -- I”, Theorem H is proved. 
‘Cl’e turn no\v to the proof of ‘I’heorem c’. Let v bc an S,,-subgroup of 6 
and 8 a normal subgroup of $8 of type (p, p) which satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem C. Let a denote the set of primes v such that 23 centralizes ever!- 
element of M(,$; r). Then by assumption there exists at most one prime p 
such that VI($Q; y) is nontrivial and q $ U. 
Let 91 be an element of -PK./1 ‘a(v) containing 23. ‘Then C(X) = ?I x 2, 
where 3 is a p’-group. Set 9i = N(B), and let 2) = O,(!JL). Then % central- 
izes 3 illld also centralizes a maximal clement !li of VI(q1; r) for each Y in G. 
Lemma 4.1 implies that 3 E ‘!) and that % s ‘I) for each r in 4. ‘Thus \I1 
contains a maximal element of VI($@; Y) for each I in 0. Let .X be a ‘V-invariant 
S,-subgroup of $2). Then by the hypothesis of Theorem C, I ‘2) : f ( I or 
Q” for some prime q. 
Suppose now that the exceptional prime y exists, and let a, be a maximal 
element in M(‘l3); 9). Then to prove ‘Iheorem C, we need the foilowing 
lemma: 
LEMMA 9. I. (21, U,? is a p’-gmq. 
l+oof Let 1 be the set of X-invariant q-subgroups G, of a,, such that 
(‘!), 0, , 21) C 6. Then clearly I E 2. Let a, E 1 and set ? = (‘j), a,> and 
Y = DI. Since 2 C 133 by assumption, both YJ and U, lie in O,,@) by Lemma 
4.1. Hence h ~== O,,(O). Since ?I normalizes X, it follows from Corollary 4.1 
that VI($; Y) is nontrivial for every 1’ in 7r(?). Since f contains a maximal 
clement of VI($$; Y) for every Y in 0, it follows that 1 ? : .t’ 1 mm: p”. 
Now let 2, be an %-invariant S,-subgroup of Z. ‘Then by Theorem 1, 
T,,~ E n2, for some clement D in 2,. But 32 G ‘I) G 2, and hence ZcZD c 3. 
Thus ~,n ? is an S,-subgroup of 1. Since 1 3 : .t‘ 1 = qb, wvc conclude that 
zc ~(u,,n 2) = (~,n I) X, and also that Q,n 2 E 1. Since a, 5 f&n Z, 
it follows that (o, ) a, t A!> = C* is permutable with .t’. Thus XQ* is a 
P’-group containing 21. Since 41 normalizes fin*, ,<?I, a*, PI) C (5, and hence 
Qv E 9. This means that 1 possesses a unique maximal element. 
Observe now that for each B in %#, C(B) contains 2) and CE.B), whence 
(41, C,,,(B)) C 6. Furthermore, Cc,,(B) is invariant under 91. Clearly 
p E ~,~((\l), C.-(B), Xi), and hence C,“(B) E ~2 for each B in cH#. Since Q, 
is generated by its subgroups Cc,(B) with B in %#, we conclude that 
c* = q, ) completing the proof of the lemma. 
‘The proof of Theorem C is now easily completed. Set I = (9, QJ = XQ, 
if q exists, otherwise set X = ‘I). Since p E n3 and I contains a maximal ele- 
ment of Vr($; P) for every Y, we must have X # 1. Hence 911 = N(r) is a 
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proper subgroup of 6. Since !I3 normalizes 2) and Q, , $3 EW. By assump- 
tion (V), p E n@Jl). We shall prove that 9.R is the unique subgroup of 6 
which is maximal subject to the conditions ‘Q C!JJI and p E x,(%R). 
Suppose !m c %R, , with p E rr@J$). Then % G O,(!!?,) by Lemma 4.1. 
Since 1 contains a maximal element of M(\Q; r) for every Y, we conclude that 
Z = O,(JJ$). Hence ‘331, or N(Z) = %R, and consequently 9JJ1 = %11, is maximal 
subject to ‘$? CW and p E n,(YJl). Ivow set 3 = V(cc16(‘z1); 13). 
To prove the uniqueness of 91, we first show that N( 3) ~9131. If 93 is a 
$-invariant S,-subgroup of % for any r in Z(Z), then !R is a maximal element 
of Vr(ip; Y) and of vI( B7; Y). If NE N(B), then 9P-l G ‘li and 91 normalizes 
!P’, whence by Theorem 1, !liN = ‘%n for some D in 3. Since I, c 2), W” G 3, 
and we conclude that %” = 2. Thus 9331 contains N( %). 
Sow let 2 be an arbitrary subgroup of 6 containing ‘$3 for which p E n(e). 
Hy Lemma 5.5, 2 = O,(c) N,(m). ‘3’ L mce N( %) E ‘W, the uniqueness of 9.R 
will follow if we can show that O,(Z) G YJ1. If % is an S,-subgroup of O,(e) 
invariant under !I%, then by Theorem 1, @’ lies in an S,-subgroup of 2 for 
some D in D. Since D G Z, % G x2, whence O,/(e) 5 1 ~91. This completes 
the proof of Theorem C. 
X. PROOF OF THEOREM D 
For the application to groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, the 
following four lemmas are stated in slightly greater generality than is needed 
for the proof of Theorem D. 
LEMMA 10.1. Let R be agroup such thatp E ~,~(a) and O,?(R) = 1. Let 3 be 
a nontrivialsubgroup ofZ(O,(%)) such that (i) 3 4 fi, (ii) O,(si/C,(3)) = 1, 
and (iii) R is p-restricted with respect to 3. Let $3 be an S,-subgroup of si and 
assume that 9 $ C,(3). Then ‘p p assesses an elementary normal subgroup E 
of type (p,p,p) such that 1 p : C,(e) 1 =p and such that any element of 
‘1’ - C,(E) is represented indecomposably on E. 
F’roqf. Since si is p-restricted with respect to 3 and q $ CA(;j), it follows 
from the definition that 13 contains a normal subgroup q, such that 
‘$/vi -= (X) is cyclic and y2Q1(31) ‘pz # 1, where 31 = C,(pJ. Hence 
we can find a subgroup & of a,(&) f o or d er at least p3 on which X acts 
indecomposablp. The unique p-invariant subgroup of & of order pa can 
then be taken as E 
In the following three lemmas, 6 is assumed to be a simple group which 
is p-tame for some prime p in 7rxq . 
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LEMMA 10.2. Let $3 he an SI,-subg~oup of tij and suppose that ‘$ poss~s.s~.c 
m elem.entaFy normal subgroup E of type (p, p, p) such fhat j $? : C,(E) p 
atld such that any element of ‘j3 - C,(E) : i, re p resented inderomposably oft E. 
Then y’C(E) &? == 1 for eeevy elem.ent I!’ in @. 
Proof. Let #, C,(E) and YI == Q,(Z(\r-l,,)) so that E or PI. I,et .-I t 3” 
and set 6 ~ C(.3). Let y* be an S,,-subgroup of K containing !Q, . Since E 
is contained in an element of .Y%. ,$ ‘:,($), PO contains an element of 
.YKA“,($), whence O,,(K) ~ I by forollarv 4.1. Suppose first that ‘$?* $$,. 
Since / y : v. 1 = p, L emma 3.3 implies that C(O,,(K)) is solvable, and hence 
‘!I c O,,(K). The identity yWI’ =: 1 follows at once. 
Suppose next that I v* : v0 ! = p. Then ,\‘$\, v”:, c N(\1-r,) so that 
‘\y( ‘Q*‘> normalizes ‘91 and $, $* are conjugate in N($,). It follows from 
Lemma 10.1 that every element of $* $$ has minimal polynomial of 
degree at least 3 on 91. Set $J : O,,(E). Then ~ ,j : $n ‘1; 1 ~~~ I or p. ‘l’hus 
$jiyI C \&, and y%jW = I. Since ‘8” is an S+ubgroup of 6, K is p-staltlc 
and consequently 41 G .$. If 5 G \&, yW!lz = 1 follows. If $$ v,, , then 
D(.%) c Yo 1 so 91 s C&D(g)) = R. If R G v,, , yW!P’ :- I follows once 
again. Suppose then that .R contains an clement of -\j - ($n +,,). Then the 
argument at the beginning of the paragraph implies that c/(R) 2 3. But if 
-Y, I7 t Si, then [S, 1-1 E sin sj’. Since jj’ c D(G), n-e have [,U, I-, Z] I 
for all S, I’, Z in A. This contradiction shows that Y>C(~-I) ‘91” ~- I for all 
.-1 in YI#. In particular, y’C(E)t”’ -A 1 for all B in @ since E G +!I. 
LEMMA 10.3. Let R be a p-stable subgroup qf 6 such that p E r,,(R) and 
O,,(U) L 1. Let & be a nonidentity subgroup of Z(O,(R)), let 2 be the largest 
normal subgroup of St which centralizes ,& , and set ,j := C@)n Z(O,(R)). 
Assume that O,(Rj2) = 1 and that .R is p-restricted zkth respect to 3. Suppose 
further that 6 possesses an eleme?ztary subgroup 23 of order at least p” such that 
( r2C(B) W :z I fog every element B in 23 #. TJzen zj’ ‘$I1 is an S1,-subgroup of R, 
we have si = 2NR( 2$), where 2$ = V(ccl,,(B); ‘&). 
In particular, O,(fi/r?) = 1 and 5-2 = C,,(:j) whenever & E Z($,). 
Proof. Since L, and Z(O,(fi)) are normal in $1, it follows that 3 ~1 Si. 
Since & G 3, CH(3) is a normal subgroup of Ji centralizing J1 , and hence 
C,(s) G 2 by our maximal choice of 9. But clearly 2 G C,(J), and con- 
sequently 2 = C,(3). Thus O,,(R/C,,(3)) = 1, and we see that it is mean- 
ingful to speak of R being p-restricted with respect to 3. 
We first establish the final statement of the lemma; so assume J1 G Z(Cp,). 
If 9, denotes the inverse image of O,(R/B) in R, we have Q1 = e((v,n &) 
and Q1 u W. But then Q and ‘$$n L! each centralize & , so that 5! = P1 by 
our maximal choice of 2. Hence 0,(9/f?) = 1, and thus the final assertion 
of the lemma holds. 
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Now let & = !Q;,n 2. The lemma will follow at once from Sylow’s 
theorem if ?$ E ‘&. Hence we may suppose that some conjugate 5 of B 
lies in Q, , but not in $$ . Suppose gf? !& f 1. Since 3 is conjugate to 5, 
it follow from our hypotheses that y2C(gn $J,) 3” = I. But 3 G C(;r f’~ $$), 
and hence ~~3%” = 1. Since R is p-stable, this implies that 3 E & , a 
contradiction. Thus gn $J2 = 1. Since R is p-restricted with respect to 3, 
it follows that 3 contains a subgroup go such that ! a;‘&, 1 -= p and 
~~%&;j.~ j; I, where & -= C,( 2,,). Hut $(s,) s” = 1, and again we reach a 
contradiction. 
LEMVA 10.4. Let R be u suhgyoup of 6 which satisfies the followiug cw- 
ditions; O,,,(a) = 1, p E r,<(R), ali Sri-subgroup of R is an S,-s&group of 
N(O,(R)), and R is a p-restricted and a p-veductize group. Let ‘u be an S,-sub- 
group of 41 and assume further that ‘1-1 possesses an elementary subgroup E of 
order p3 such that r’C(E) @ = 1 f or all E in @. Set *!U : V(crl,,(E); jj) 
and let ‘11\* be the subgroup of ‘$3 generated by its suhgrou$s 23 zchich are of index p 
in (5” fur suitable G in 6. Then q (x, ‘2)) is any one qf the pairs (Z(u), !!U), 
(Z(6), ?I\“), 01’ (z(nu*), nu), zce have 53 = (an N(X)) (sin N(2))). 
F%oof. Since O,,(g) = 1 and ?, is an S,,-subgroup of N(O,(s)), it follows 
that O,,(Q) is an S,,-subgroup of 0 ,J,,(N(O,,(.Q)). Since 6 is p-constrained by 
assumption, this implies that C(O,(n)) . is solvable, and consequently 
C,,(O,(R)) E O,(R) by Lemma 1.2.3 of [5]. Thus Z(v) G O,(R). Further- 
more, since (5 is p-stable, it follows from the definition that .K is a p-stable 
group. 
Suppose first that X = Z(<JJ) and let 2 be the largest normal subgroup of 
R which centralizes Z(Q). If ‘21 = 28, we can therefore apply the preceding 
lemma with Z(*Q) in the role of Jr and 0 in the role of 2) to conclude that 
R = cNR(?U), thus proving the first case of the lemma. If 9 == w*, 
Me let &Y? , i = I, 2, .-., n be the distinct subgroups of E of order p2, and 
kXi = V(cck&f,); $). Applving the preceding lemma once again, we con- 
clude that R = eN&,j, i = 1, 2, ...., n. Since O,(RiP) == 1, this 
forces each ‘!U, to lie in $n 1?. But by definition of ‘!1;*, we have 
yvJ* _ (@, ,tf*, . . . . a,), and it follows at once from Sylow’s theorem that 
R -= ~N&U*). Thus the lemma also holds when .t‘ = Z(v) and ‘I) = ‘!U*. 
Suppose next that X = Z(~U*) . m which case ‘!, = 911; and assume that the 
lemma does not hold for R. Since Z(%J*) is an abelian normal subgroup of ‘1;, 
we have y?vZ(‘%~*)~ = 1. As R is p-stable, this implies that Z(W*) c O,(R). 
Furthermore, 91 is generated by all conjugates of Q in 6 which lie in ‘Q and 
YV = V(ccZ&B); $8). Thus ‘2u satisfies the required conditions (ij and 
(ii) in the definition of P-reduction. Finally if we set 2 = Cs3(Z(*211*)) in 
the present case, then R # ~N,@JJ); otherwise the lemma would hold for H. 
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11-e see then that $1 satisfies all the conditions for p-reduction with Z(9J*) 
in the role of ‘I-‘,, and ‘9 in the role of M. Since R is P-reductive by hypothe- 
sis, we conclude that B contains a subgroup $I which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(a) O,,(Q) C 9. 
(b) If L’, denotes the largest normal subgroup of ,j \n-hich centralizes Z((lU*) 
and if PI is the inverse image of O,,(~j/l?,) in 5, then I % 8n L’, j = p for 
some conjugate 93 of E contained in ‘@n $. 
(c) +J$ = !pn Qr is an S,,-subgroup of pI . 
(d) -E,t == N,($,) is a p-stable group. 
Since O,,(R) G Cc we have Z(%*) E $, . Furthermore, 
by (b) and (c), and’ hence 23n ‘$I1 E YU*. 
317 ‘VI 1 =p? 
Let \H* be the normal closure of 
%n VI in $r . Then %* G %*, and cc,nsequently 8* centralizes Z(%J*). 
Therefore if K* = Cg,(8*), we have Z@*) E K* and K* u &. Set 
0% = CtiI(K*). Since $ == Q&r by Sylow’s theorem, it follows that &+I!* u $I. 
But ‘,, and I?* each centralize Z(\!U*), whence B* c Q0 by our maximal 
choice of Q’, . Thus o*!&G oO$ln ,j, --- i?,n .&. On the other hand, 
O,,(&;Q, n 3,) = 1 since O,,(B/P!,) = 1. As $r is an S,>-subgroup of 
o,n ,j, , we conclude that O,(~JU*~J.Y$) = 1. Furthermore, since sj = E!,5$, 
and O,(Jjj$) - I, n-e have ‘&$ .m= O,,($Q. 
Finally if $ is an S,,-subgroup of 6 containing an S,-subgroup of R, we 
conclude from Lemma 3.4 that O,(R) contains every element of 9V./t’,($?). 
Since p E 7~~ and O,,(H) E $?, , it follows therefore from Corollary 4.3 that 
O,(Jj,) =: 1. Since ‘8, = 0,1($1), we set that ‘$$ is an S,,-subgroup of 
O,,,,,,($,). But sj, is ap-stable group by (d) and B $ c*?)r := C,>(K*) O,(&). 
Since we also have 0,(~1~1’*~~,) = 1, vve conclude therefore from the defini- 
tion of p-stability that y%*W + 1. But K* centralizes B n VI , and conse- 
quently it follows from our hypotheses that y‘%*W == 1. This contradiction 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark. \Ve note that the assumption that ‘@ is an S,,-subgroup of R is 
not fully used in the above argument which follows the existence of the sub- 
group 5 satisfying conditions (a)-(d). In fact, if ,Ir is an37 p-subgroup of R 
containing E, and if !R$ ?U* are assumed to be defined relative to $4, the 
argument shows that R cannot possess a subgroup 5 satisfying conditions 
(a)-(d). At one point in obtaining a similar result for groups with dihedral 
Sylovv 2-subgroups, it is necessary to take GQ to be a maximal element of 
M,(z:; p) instead of as an S,,-subgroup of R, where % is a four subgroup of R. 
On the basis of these results we can now easily establish Theorem D. 
Assume then that (c, is a simple group which is strongly p-tame for some 
prime p in n3. Let $3 be a fixed S,I-subgroup of 6 and set ‘91, = N(Z(V)). 
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Suppose 91, is not the unique subgroup of Q containing ?$? which is maximal 
subject to p E 7r,(%r). Then Q possesses a subgroup R such that ‘4 2 R, 
p c n$(~), and si $ !li, . Since \$ & R and p E xq , it follows that O,{(R) = 1, 
that $1 is p-stable and p-restricted, and that Z(q) 5 O,,(A). Let ,O be the 
largest iiortnal subgroup of R which centralizes Z(p) and set 
s = c(Q) n z(o,>(Ji)). 
Then J <1 A, Z(p) E ,I, and we have 2 = C(:j) and O,,(Wjc) = 1 by the 
final assertion of Lemma 10.3. If $ z 2, then R := (NR((V) by Sylow’s 
theorem. Since 2 and NR(v) are contained in 91, -3 N(Z(‘Q)), it follows that 
.R cl 3i 1 ) a contradiction. Thus $ $ 2. \\:e can therefore apply Lemmas 10.1 
and 10.2 to conclude that ‘$ possesses an elementary subgroup e of order p3 
such that yC(E) &? = 1 for each E in @. 
As in Lemma 10.4, set ‘211~ V(ccZ&); u) and let I!U* be the subgroup of Q 
generated by its subgroups % which are of index p in EC for suitable G in 8. 
Set 9i, = N(‘V;) and !jL, = N(‘IU*). Since (5 is strongly p-tame and since 
Y1, = N(Z(Y)), ‘31, and !li, contain the S,-subgroup v of (5, it follows that 
each ‘31i , i = I, 2, 3 is p-restricted and p-reductive. Hence by Lemma 10.4 
applied with !R, as H, X as W, and 9 as Z(rti*), we see that ‘31, G %,%a and 
‘Jt, C_ ‘X,91,. Next apply the same lemma with Yi, as R, Z(‘$) as X, and 9U* as 2). 
Since N(%*) or N(Z@u*)), n-e conclude that 91, c %,%a and 91, c %a%, . 
Finally- apply the lemma with J1, as H, Z(v) as -t’, and ‘Iti as I_, to obtain 
31, c %,Yi, and 91, s YL& . Thus III,(,, c Yi,(,,Yl,o, for every permutation D 
of {l, 2, 31. But then Lemma 8.6 of F.T. implies that ‘Ji, , !Q, , and 91, arc 
pairwise permutable. If YI,!R, -= 6, then Yi, contains On(9QG for every Gin 8. 
Since O,(%.J #~ 1. (5 is not simple, a contradiction. Thus !11,\1I, is a proper 
subgroup of (5. 
Now let 9 be any subgroup of 6 containing !$ such that p E n,(s). Since Ui 
is strongly p-tame, 5 s ‘32,%, by Lemma 10.4, and hence !tR = 9i,%, is the 
unique subgroup of 8 containing ‘$I which is maximal subject to the con- 
dition p E n,(W), lvhich proves Theorem D. 
XI. PROOF OF 'I~EOREM E 
Let (F, be weakly p-tame for some odd prime p, let ‘1, be a fixed S,-sub- 
group of 8, and let 9JI be any subgroup of 6 which is maximal subject to the 
conditions!UI c ‘g and p E n,(W). Then we define 
.dl*(>@) = {v, / $, 5 *& ‘go contains %I” for some 91 in -YYW3(~) and 
suitable M in 9Ju1. 
.d"(ql) = ('p, 1 q3, c q3, ‘1! 0 contains a subgroup ‘vi of type (p, p) such that 
CJP) E ~&:-,(~@“) for each P in !I$ and suitable M in !W, i == 2, 3, 4. (Here 
&‘T( sJ3”) denotes the set of subgroups $tf with (p, in &:(!I?).) 
We first prove 
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Proof. Let j be the least value of 2, 3, 4 for which there exists an element 
\I;(, of .r/F(\v) such that *V,) EW, , p E n,(WJ, and !N, $ 9.R; and choose p,, 
in .r/,*(\$i) so that ( !&, / is maximal. Let II ( * bc an S,,-subgroup of%,?, con- 
taining $, . The assumptions of the lemma imply that $,) does not con- 
tain an element of -!Y’%-V,($), and hence ‘@a C ‘1-1. Thus N,(‘&) T) ‘&, , 
and it follows that N(\&) G W. In particular, N, ,*($?,) c !JJ?; whence 
N>v*(+,) E d”(y). 0 ur maximal choice of !@a forces ‘N,Ui:($,) := ‘Ito, and 
consccluently #, = $* is an .Y,-subgroup of!lll, . 
Let ‘1;, be a subgroup of ‘I;,) of type (j0, p) with the property that C,i(P) 
contains an element .c/*.,(\p’,“) f or each P in ‘q, and suitable AZ in !J.U. Since 
O,,JilJ1,) is generated by its subgroups O,,(!W,)f? C(Q), I’E $@f, it follows 
that O,,(W,) E!M. Set $,, -= yi,,n 0 ,,~,,,(~Nl). Since ‘JJ1, mm= O,(W,)!J~~i by 
S!;lon’s theorem, where !lX, := %,,,($,), \\e see that ‘3Ji, $ IIV. IIut now the 
maximalit?- of $\a implies that v0 is an S,,-subgroup of N($,), so that by 
1,emma 3.4, Q,, contains every element of .‘/“6./$*3(v), contrary to the fact that 
*p,, contains no element of .IrX,;v’,(‘~). 
ThusW is the unique subgroup of 6 which is maximal subject to containing 
an element of .r/;($), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and p E rr,(W). The final assertion of 
Theorem E is immediate and is proved in Lemma 24.2 of F.‘l’. 
LEMMA 1 1.2. Theorem E holds under the assumptions of Theorem C. 
Proof: In I-iew of the preceding lemma, we may assume that there exists 
an element \y,, of <r/,*(q) which is contained in a subgroup :jJi, of 6 such that 
p E z-,(!JJlJ1,) and 91, $ !JJ~. If Q,, is chosen so that 1 ‘$” / is maximal, it follows 
as in Lemma 11.1 that ‘& is an S,-subgroup of !JJ1, , and that 
contains everv element of .‘/55c~V,($l). Let YI E .irV.M,(+$). Since 
‘!I E $, , it follows from Lemma 5.4 that N(‘$,) E 9i, m- N(Z( %)), where 
‘zs 2 V(ccZ&l); vu). Since !$ G ‘37, and p E ~,~(\9&), 91, s 9J1 by Theorem C. 
Hence N($,) GYJL Since ‘351, == O,@JIr) NY,ll($,), O,(!lJ1r) Q ‘IX. Since ‘YJI 
is the unique subgroup of 8 which is maximal subject to $3 5 ‘331 andp E ~&J.l1), 
it follows from Corollary 4.2 that 9.R contains a maximal element of Vr(p; q) 
for every q. Since C(a) _C !Ji, _C 9Jl, 9JI contains every maximal element of 
VI($Q; Q) by Theorem 1. We conclude that O,,(‘JJ1,) E W, a contradiction. 
Hence throughout the balance of the section we may assume that p E n., . 
The next two lemmas are proved under the following assumptions: 
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1. 6 is weakly p-tame. 
(E) 2. PEn4. 
3. Theorem E is false. 
Remark. Since these lemmas will be needed for future applications, it is 
important to point out that they are independent of Theorem D. Further- 
more, we remark that Lemma 11.1 is also independent of Theorem D. Hence 
if ‘311 is any subgroup of 8 which is maximal subject to ‘v c 911 and p E n,elJ1), 
(E3) and Lemma 11.1 imply that there exists an element !&, in .d:(‘$) which 
is contained in a subgroup W, of 6 such that p E n,(*JJ&), W, $ !JJ1, $$, is an 
SW-subgroup of YX, , and !&, is an S,-subgroup of N( $$, n O,,, ,,(!JJ?,)). 
LEMMA 11.3. There exists an element 23 in ‘p(Q) whose normal closure itz 
C(Q,(Z( 13)) is abelian. 
Proof. Let !t.Jt be a subgroup of 8 containing C(Q,(Z(‘+)) and maximal 
subject to p E v,(‘JII?). Since p E n4 , 0,(911) = 1, and Lemma 3.4 implies 
that 5 = O,($JJ1) contains every element of a(Q). If $ possesses a noncyclic 
characteristic abelian subgroup K, then ci contains an element B of %( $) and 
%j”’ is abelian. Since C(Q,(Z(‘@)) c 9X, th e 1 emma follows in this case. Hence 
we may assume that $ contains no such chracteristic subgroup K:, so that by 
(3.5) of F.T., 5 is the central product of an extraspecial group and a cyclic 
group. 
Let ‘$a be an element of .&:(Cp) which is contained in a subgroup ‘331, 
of 8 such that p E ~,s(911), 9JJL, $9Ji, ‘$.$, is an S,-subgroup of 9JJr , and ‘8” 
is an S,-subgroup of N(2), where a = ‘&r\ Opl,,(!!l,). Bv Lemma 3.4, 
? contains every element of .‘Y%M,($q). Since p E ~~ , - O,(!JJJ1i) = 1, 
2 = O,(Iuli), and z contains Z(q). Let fi = C,,l(Z(X)) and let c1 be the 
inverse image of 0,(9JJ11/C) in !lJJ1, . Then fit G C(Z(v)) or YJt. If pr = g,,n tit , 
then 91, = zlN!tl;,(‘$&) by Sylow’s theorem. Hence if !JJJJ1, is chosen of minimal 
order subject to the above conditions, it follows that N,,l(‘@,) = YJ& and con- 
sequently that ‘$, = I and x = $+,n 2 is an S,,-subgroup of 2. Thus 
o,(!w,p) = 1. 
Now let VI E .YY~,(!Q). Since % 2 2, Z(Z) c ‘21. Since ‘21 E- sj by Lemma 
3.4, it follows that Z(X) c 9. Since cl($) = 2, we have y’Z(x) $7 = 1. 
Hence if go = sj n 9, , y23(2) $,2 = 1. Since !JJt, is p-stable, and 
0,(9J$i2) = 1, 5, c 2. But 2 is an S’,>-subgroup of 2, whence & E a. 
Since $I$, is an S,-subgroup of N(2) and X normalizes $, it follows that 
5 c 1. But C,(5) G sj by Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 1.2.3 of [5]. It follows 
that $(2(l)) = Q,(Z(‘+)) 4 XR, , whence ‘331, I’m, a contradiction. 
Let 8 be an element of “u( ‘$) which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 I .3. 
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I,EhmrA 11.4. y%(B) W = I for ezsery B in %#. 
Prooj. Set R = C(B) and $, =z $f7 9, so that / $ : ‘11, / 1 or p. Let 
‘$* be an S,)-subgroup of R containing ‘@, . Since % C *!1 for some ?I in 
.YYJ1/,(~), si 2 ‘11 and hence O,,(R) = 1. If va =- O,,(n). then C,l(&) is 
solvable by Lemma 3.3. If yt* is not an S,-subgroup of 6, then !Q* == ‘J& 
and B 6 Z(sq). Since C,(&) is solvable, Z($Jj G $$ . But in this case, 
% = @,(Z(?r)), 6, and hence ‘8 2 $, . On the other hand, if ‘Q* is an 
S,-subgroup of 6, we see that ;+ll\*W = 1. Since 6 is p-stable, B G $$ 
in this case as well. If 8 E Z(&). then y’fi%’ - I. In particular, this will 
hold if % _~Z(c$3). Hence w may suppose that Z(u) is cyclic. If B E Z($), 
then Ji E C(Qn,(Z((@))), so that by the preceding lemma, ‘8” is abelian. This 
implies that y”SW = I. 
Thus we may assume that Z(q) is cyclic, and B $2(Q). tk’e may also 
assume that & $ ~1 , otherwise ‘H G Z(Q,) and y2R8’ = 1 follows. Thus 
I v* : $$ j = p and $$$ = $*. It follows that D($,) c 8, and hence that 
?8 s CIUL(D(&)) = !R. If B E Z(%), yW3” = 1 follows since Z(\R) c R. 
Since 8 s Z(%) if 91 c ‘& , we can assume that % $ ‘& and that B $ Z(la). 
Choose R in 91 -- C,,(%). Since ‘It* centralizes B and % @Z(q), it follows 
that R does not centralize ? = Q,(Z(‘Q)) C ‘H. I,et T === (D: and set 
F -T [n, R] so that F 7 I. Tow % G Z($,) ~3 $*, and consequentI>- 
P E Z(‘&). On the other hand, F E D(‘&). Since R E 91, R centralizes F. But 
\~pl, R> x $*, and therefore F EZ(~*). But 8’ is of order p and 
B’;) := Q,(Z(YQ*)), since ‘1; * is an S,,-subgroup of ~5 and Z($*) is cyclic. It 
follow that cF’> == CB), whence R normalizes B and with respect to the 
basis (n, F) of 8 has the matrix (hi]. On the other hand, q possesses an 
element .Y which normalizes ?8 and &th respect to the basis (L),F) has the 
matrix (I:). 
13-e conclude that N(B)/C(B) is isomorphic to X(2, p), Set ?1 = N(B) 
and 2, == O,(P). Now B ,q ? and P contains a p-element 1’ which does not 
lie in C(S) Y’, .-: C(B). On the other hand, since % is of type (p, p), 
y%i( J7 ,G 1. Furthermore, O,(k!C(%)) = 1, and since (5 is p-stable, it 
follows that Y E C(S) 8, = C(B), a contradiction. 
It is now an easy matter to complete the proof of Theorem E under the 
assumption that p E n4 and 6 is strongly p-tame. By Theorem D, there exists 
a unique subgroup 9X of 6 \vhich is maximal subject to p E V,(W) and 
911 2 ‘1’; and by Lemma 11.1, we need only show that 911 is the unique suh- 
group of 6 which is maximal subject to containing an element of .“/I*( 9) and 
p E n,Y(91t). i$Te proceed as in Lemma 11.2, and define $JO and 9.0, as in that 
lemma. Since Q,f7 O,,,,,(W,) contains an element YI of .Y%JV,(~), 
0,@1,) = 1 and Z(c@) C_ 91 G O,(Ul). Since ‘#, is an S,-subgroup of 
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N(O,(Yll,)), and 6 is strongly p-tame, 911, is a p-restricted group. \Ye can 
therefore apply Lemma 10.3 to conclude that W, = 2Nmn,(B), where 
9 is the largest normal subgroup of YM, which centralizes Z(p) and 
8 = V(ccZ&B); ‘&J, 23 an element of ‘ld($J) which satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 11.3. Since !Jl?, $9X, $,, C ‘@, and hence Ncv( 3) T) j3,, . It follows 
therefore from our maximal choice of p, that N( 3) G W. Thus N,,,,( 8) _C s%?. 
Furthermore , ? G C(Z(‘$)) E 911. It follows that 9J1, G W, a contradiction. 
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